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This research introduces SLIVer, a Simulation-based Logic Bomb Identification/Ver-
ification methodology, for finding logic bombs hidden within Unmanned Aerial Vehicle
(UAV) autopilot code without having access to the device source code. Effectiveness
is demonstrated by executing a series of test missions within a high-fidelity software-
in-the-loop (SITL) simulator. In the event that a logic bomb is not detected, this
methodology defines safe operating areas for UAVs to ensure to a high degree of
confidence the UAV operates normally on the defined flight plan.
SLIVer uses preplanned flight paths as the baseline input space, greatly reducing
the input space that must be searched to have confidence that the UAV will not
encounter a logic bomb trigger condition during its mission. This research discusses
the process for creating a logic bomb in the ArduPilot autopilot software, creating test
flight profiles, UAV log file parsing, and the analysis of the methodology. SLIVer can
accommodate multiple flight profiles and parses through the corresponding log files to
create a safety corridor through which the UAV is able to safely traverse through with
a desired level of confidence. By utilizing SLIVer, UAV operators and planners alike
are afforded increased confidence that the aircraft will operate normally throughout
the duration of a mission. The proof of concept implementation shows that the input
space required to validate a UAV mission is reduced by approximately 60%, a far
better result than brute force input testing. As UAVs are continually called upon to
fill critical civilian and military roles, it is essential that planners and users of these
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SLIVer: Simulation-Based Logic Bomb Identification/Verification for Unmanned
Aerial Vehicles
I. Introduction
1.1 Background and Motivation
Improving capabilities of Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) allow them to fulfill
tasks of critical importance for civilian and military applications alike. UAVs used for
climate monitoring, forest fire monitoring, law enforcement, agriculture, and various
military applications such as reconnaissance, surveillance, and carrying out attacks
[1, 2]. The utilization of these devices is transforming the world as UAVs automate
tasks that were once accomplished by humans. Current predictions show that the
number of UAVs in use will triple by 2023, emphasizing the importance of securing
them from malicious activity. With current predictions stating that the number of
UAVs in use will triple by 2023, it is essential that these devices are secure from
adversaries [3].
There are many documented studies [4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11] demonstrating the
lack of security present in today’s commercially available UAVs. Not only have vul-
nerabilities been found on these devices but there are also documented cases where
corporations are planting spying software, also known as spyware, on UAVs that store
flight data on corporate servers [4, 5]. Given these glaring security issues with UAVs,
serious consideration must be made before deploying these devices in critical roles.
This research seeks to address a specific and previously undocumented potential
security vulnerability present in UAVs: logic bomb implantation within UAV autopi-
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lot code. For casual users and hobbyists, the introduction of unknown code may not
be of a huge concern. However, when these UAVs are utilized by entities that are
responsible for tasks such as critical infrastructure monitoring, or for military appli-
cations, sensitive data and human lives are now at risk. For this reason, it is essential
that UAVs are free of logic bombs.
1.2 Problem Statement
UAVs are becoming essential tools to aid in critical civilian and military oper-
ations. As these devices see more use, especially to carry out sensitive tasks, the
motivation for adversaries to exploit them grows. Unfortunately, UAVs are largely
insecure and are plagued with documented vulnerabilities making them easy targets
for an adversary to exploit [6, 7, 8]. While many of these exploits stem from poor de-
vice management, dated exploits, and protocol issues, there are still exploits that have
yet to be addressed [9, 10, 11]. One such avenue of exploitation is logic bombs planted
within UAV autopilot software. It does not appear that there are documented efforts
to study or defend against this type of attack. This research demonstrates the poten-
tial consequences of having a logic bomb within autopilot code and the importance
of identifying it before a mission occurs.
As UAVs automate tasks of increasing complexity, many of these devices will
be commercially purchased rather than created in-house by corporations or entities.
When examining logic bombs implanted within UAV code, utilizing commercially
purchased products presents a problem: it is unlikely that the user will have access
to the source code. Without access to the source code, the task of searching through
code for logic bombs is made far more difficult. Given the growing importance of
UAV roles and the potential for the new threat of logic bombs hidden within UAV
autopilot code, a methodology that efficiently identifies logic bombs in untrusted code
2
would be very valuable.
1.3 Research Objectives
This research lays out a logic bomb detection methodology for UAVs and other
aerial vehicles. The methodology combines a SITL simulator with statistical flight
path analysis to reduce the potential search space required to discover logic bomb
trigger conditions. The research objectives for this work are as follows:
• Thoroughly understand UAV operation and previously documented vulnerabil-
ities.
• Understand how logic bombs have been implemented in the past and how those
approaches apply to UAV autopilot exploitation.
• Identify previously-developed logic bomb detection techniques and attempt to
apply them to the UAV logic bomb detection problem.
• Develop a logic bomb detection methodology for UAV autopilot code.
• Find a UAV autopilot code base that is both open-source and can be simulated.
• Create a test bed that supports a high-fidelity UAV simulation with modified
autopilot code.
• Develop a UAV logic bomb triggerable from multiple flight conditions.
• Demonstrate the effectiveness of the logic bomb within the simulation tool.
• Demonstrate that the methodology successfully identifies logic bombs that would
affect a planned mission.
The questions that this research seeks to answer are as follows:
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• Can a logic bomb be developed in the ArduPilot autopilot software?
• Can this logic bomb be represented in the ArduPilot Software in the Loop
simulation tool?
• Is it possible to detect the presence of logic bombs in autopilot code without
access to the source code?
• How can a methodology be developed to reduce the risk of logic bomb trigger
events without brute forcing all potential trigger conditions in a UAV operating
area?
1.4 Hypothesis
The hypothesis for this research is as follows: A methodology can be developed
that efficiently tests UAV autopilot code for the presence of logic bombs and validates
UAV flight paths before mission execution that significantly improves on brute force
approaches.
1.5 Approach
The approach for developing a logic bomb detection methodology is best broken
down by defining a few key checkpoints in the methodology development. The first
of these steps is to find a suitable autopilot code base that has simulation testing
capabilities and grants the user the ability to modify the source code. With the
autopilot code base selected, the next step of this research is to create a logic bomb
within the autopilot source code. Effectiveness of the logic bomb is evaluated by
running the compromised autopilot code in the simulation software and analyzing
the flight behavior. The next step is to develop an analysis script that parses the
UAV log files into only the entries that this research is concerned with. In addition
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to parsing the log files, the analysis script creates a confidence interval of expected
locations that the UAV could occupy for the duration of the flight path. Next is
the creation of various missions with increasing levels of complexity to exercise the
UAV. These missions seek to examine the robustness of the methodology and create
a quantitative metric for the effectiveness of the methodology.
From the outlined checkpoints emerges a methodology that can be replicated to
evaluate the security of UAV autopilot code. While this methodology won’t provide
the tester the assurance that no logic bombs exist within the autopilot code entirely,
it quickly provides the assurance that a specific mission can be executed with a low
probability of triggering specific types of logic bombs. The developed methodology
serves as a framework with various other additions outlined through this paper to
make it robust and dynamic.
1.6 Contributions
The contributions of this research to the field of UAV security are listed below:
• Bringing to Light the Importance of UAV Logic Bomb Threats
Logic bombs have largely been ignored as a potential attack vector for UAVs.
This thesis illustrates the viability and the potential implications of a logic
bomb UAV attack.
• Creation of UAV Autopilot Logic Bomb
To date, no publicly available documentation is found on a logic bomb attack
to any commercially available UAV autopilot software. This thesis produced a
first-of-its-kind attack to the ArduPilot autopilot software.
• Development of a Logic Bomb Detection Methodology Without Re-
quirement for Source Code
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The research performed developed a logic bomb detection methodology that
uses simulation based analysis techniques to find the presence of logic bombs in
ArduPilot autopilot code.
• UAV Log File Analysis Script Development Tailored to Aid in UAV
Logic Bomb Detection
An analysis script was developed that utilizes ArduPilot log files to aid with
simulation based testing for logic bomb detection. This analysis script can
examine any logged parameters to help define potential logic bomb input vectors
that must be tested.
• Methodology Analysis
This methodology was analyzed by measuring the search space required to vali-
date a given flight path in comparison to the brute force search area. It demon-
strated the search space is drastically reduced by using the flight path with its
measured level of deviation from the planned course as opposed to searching an
entire area of operation via brute force.
1.7 Organization
This thesis is organized into four remaining chapters.
• Chapter II outlines the background topics to illustrate the current academic
conversation relating to this research. Background information is discussed re-
garding UAVs, logic bombs, black box testing and the ArduPilot UAV autopilot
code and simulation tools. These topics support the development of a UAV au-
topilot logic bomb detection methodology.
• Chapter III introduces the Simulation-based Logic bomb Identification/Verifi-
cation (SLIVer) logic bomb detection methodology. It then presents a proof
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of concept experiment including assumptions, variables, and factors that are
accounted for throughout the experimentation phase of this research. System
and testing considerations are discussed throughout this section with the asso-
ciated explanations as to experimental choices. The testbed that is utilized is
discussed in depth as well as the steps taken to complete the setup procedures
for experiment. The different test missions are described that were utilized to
evaluate SLIVer.
• Chapter IV discusses the results obtained from the proof of concept experi-
ments. These results are analyzed and quantifiable measurements are taken to
evaluate the effectiveness of SLIVer. The results obtained from the experiment
are compared against the current best methodology of logic bomb detection in
UAV autopilot code: brute force.
• Chapter V summarizes the results of the experiment and provides insight as
to what these results mean for the future of the field. This chapter discusses
the implications of these results and demonstrates how the research goals were
accomplished by this experiment. Finally, this chapter goes on to describe
future works projects to be accomplished.
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II. Background and Literature Review
2.1 UAV Applications
Experimentation with UAVs began as early as 1918 with Charles Kettering’s
gyroscope-controlled flying machine that exploded after a set amount of propeller
rotations [12]. Since Kettering’s first experiments, continual experiments were con-
ducted with pilot aircraft by the military with the prevalent use being radio-controlled
target drones. Further applications of unmanned flying vehicles were limited by tech-
nical capabilities and it wasn’t until the 1970’s that UAVs took the form that we
associate with as modern UAVs. These Vietnam Era UAVs would be considered rudi-
mentary by today’s standards but they accomplished reconnaissance missions with
minimal losses and no risk to a human pilot. Vietnam era UAV systems were based
off of cruise missile technology and these devices were often referred to as drones with
the attitude being they were simple and easily replaceable. While early iterations of
UAVs were very limited in their mission set, their advantages were recognized and
development continued. The miniaturization and increase in performance of embed-
ded hardware has greatly increased the capabilities of modern UAVs and their role
for military and civilian applications continue to grow today.
Modern UAVs are far more capable than their predecessors thanks to the develop-
ment of powerful and energy efficient computational options which are able to handle
processing high-resolution video with high frame rates [13]. Further advancement in
wireless technology has made it possible to deliver high-fidelity, real-time video and
other key pieces of information from ranges up to 5000km. Additionally, machine
learning algorithms and techniques have given UAVs the ability to autonomously
carry out complicated mission sets. With the various advancements made to inte-
grated circuit technology, wireless communications techniques and technology as well
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as increased automation through machine learning, there are now a wide variety of
missions that UAVs can carry out for both civilian and military applications.
In the United States, civilian use of UAVs is skyrocketing with the FAA estimating
that by 2020 the United States will have over 30,000 UAVs operating [7]. The increas-
ing usage of UAVs can be linked to the rapid improvement in UAV capabilities which
make them an attractive option to solve many modern problems such as helping fight
forest fires, infrastructure monitoring, law enforcement, and smart city monitoring
[2, 10, 14, 15]. UAVs will soon be able to automate tasks that previously required
manned solutions. With numerous new roles that UAVs are filling, they will quickly
become an integral part of modern society. As our reliance grows on the capabilities
of UAVs, the security, reliability and availability of these devices is paramount for
their continued use on a large scale.
UAVs have become an essential tool for modern militaries around the world. Gold-
man Sachs estimates that military spending on UAVs will reach 70 billion dollars this
year due to their affordability and increasing capabilities [15]. UAVs have seen in-
creasing popularity among militaries primarily because UAVs are relatively inexpen-
sive, allow dangerous jobs to be completed without putting a human life in danger,
and have the ability to automate tasks that previously required human interven-
tion. UAVs are now performing a wide array of missions but primarily they are used
for surveillance, target acquisition, and reconnaissance capabilities [16]. The United
States Air Force has classified UAVs into 5 separate groups by maximum gross takeoff
weight and a variety of platforms fit within each group, ranging from micro UAVs
utilized by ground forces to strategic level aircraft that gather intelligence from over
18,000 feet [17]. These different groups of drones impact the battlefield on a tactical,
operational and strategic level providing key information and intelligence to mission
planners and operators alike. The growing capabilities and increased investment in
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UAV technology indicates that UAVs will see increasing use in militaries around the
world.
Increasing investment in UAV technology guarantees that the number of UAV
applications will increase. As UAVs take on more tasks, the need for UAV reliability
and integrity increases. Multiple researchers have demonstrated how vulnerable UAVs
are to both cyber threats as well as physical threats [9, 10, 4, 5, 18]. While techniques
to mitigate many of these threats are being developed, one area that hasn’t been
addressed is the potential for malicious code to be hidden in the software of UAVs.
Hidden software in UAVs/base stations has been found in UAVs purchased by the
United States Army and the Department of Homeland Security. The impact of hidden
malware triggered in UAVs operating in key capacities could prove to be devastating
and a method to detect the presence of embedded malicious code must be developed.
2.2 UAV Vulnerabilities
UAV capability and performance has grown considerably since their humble be-
ginning as reconnaissance drones. The availability of powerful integrated circuits and
sensor arrays allow UAVs to perform new and increasingly complicated mission sets.
However, the introduction of more advanced computer architectures to UAVs has also
created some problems that haven’t yet been fully addressed. Most notably, many
UAVs suffer from a wide array of security vulnerabilities [6, 7]. These vulnerabilities
vary greatly as exploits have been found in the command and control systems imple-
mented to communicate with the UAV, the actual operating systems that run on the
UAVs, and hidden malware on found on base stations to name a few [4, 5].
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In order to discuss UAV vulnerabilities, it is important to first understand the
UAV and ground station architecture as shown in Figure 1.
Figure 1: Potential Attack Vectors: Potential vulnerable systems that can be attacked
on a UAV [19]
The UAV consists of multiple systems that are responsible for carrying out the
mission set. Every UAV has a basic system, communications link, sensors and avionics
systems while some may also have a weapons system and autonomous control system
depending on the particular UAV, its configuration, and the UAV mission. The basic
system is akin to an operating system for the UAV but it is primarily focused on UAV
flight operation rather than as a user interface tool [19]. The communication links
system is responsible for maintaining communication with the ground station to send
information and to receive input from an operator. The sensors system is responsible
for managing the array of sensors on the UAV that are used to navigate and gather
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information. The sensor suite is relatively simple for UAVs used for recreation pur-
poses but for high-grade military UAVs, it can be extremely advanced with multiple
sensors. The final inherent system on a UAV is the avionics system that is comprised
of both hardware and software components that allow the UAV to maintain con-
trolled flight. Weapons systems are present on select military UAVs. These systems
are responsible for controlling target acquisition, arming, and launching munitions.
Autonomous control systems are present on UAVs that are tasked with performing
tasks without the requirement for operator intervention. These types of tasks can in-
clude but are not limited to package delivery, automated survey, or transit to another
location.
The ground control station (GCS) is responsible for maintaining a communica-
tions link to the UAV to receive information as well as to allow the operator to send
commands to the UAV. In the case of autonomous UAVs, the ground station may
not send commands, however communications links with the ground station are al-
most always maintained to receive sensor information as well as to provide input if
necessary. The ground station hardware varies in complexity ranging from a mobile
phone to an advanced cockpit like those used to control military grade UAVs. With
the differing ground station hardware, it can be very difficult to secure these devices
and documented attacks have been carried out as demonstrated by the DJI ground
station software sending information back to their home country [4, 5]. The ground
station software that is utilized to communicate with the DJI drones was suspected
of “providing U.S. critical infrastructure and law enforcement data to the Chinese
government” [4]. While the drones were completing their assigned mission, infor-
mation on these key sites was being gathered. Once completing the flight, the base
station would automatically upload the data back to the company. While this feature
was later able to be disabled, it is encouraged by the company to upload flight logs
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to their servers. This vulnerability demonstrates that companies are willfully selling
UAVs that gather and upload critical information back to their home country without
making it clear to the user that these actions are being performed.
Figure 2 shows different attack vectors on UAV and ground station systems. While
some of the names for the systems have changed, all the previously mentioned systems
are still shown in the figure. Through these attack vectors, vulnerabilities have been
discovered on a wide variety of consumer off the shelf UAVs as well as incidents with
United States Military UAVs [9, 10, 18, 6, 7, 4, 5, 11, 19, 20]. The most prevalent
threats are those to the communications links and to sensor arrays. Many of the ex-
ploits to the communications links are carried out through traditional network attacks
due to the UAV operating via unencrypted communications channels, through inse-
cure wireless protocols via de-authentication attacks, ARP-cache poisoning, and GPS
spoofing. Further vulnerabilities have been documented in some devices through the
default FTP and Telnet root accounts being unsecured with no password protection,
allowing a potential adversary to gain a root shell on the device.
Figure 2: Potential Attack Vectors: Potential vulnerable systems that can be attacked
on a UAV [6]
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The previous listed vulnerabilities and the attack vectors in Figure 2 aren’t all-
inclusive but they do show the general trend in UAV security research to date. UAVs
have been demonstrated to be vulnerable to simple network attacks that take advan-
tage of insecure communications protocols and poor security practices. UAVs have
also been demonstrated to be vulnerable to jamming attacks and GPS spoofing [19].
While these vulnerabilities are extremely important to address, little discussion has
been focused on the embedded software on the UAV. Specifically, looking at logic
bombs, an implementation of hidden malware, that can appear in UAV software. As
with most proprietary software, the source code for many commercial UAVs is not
available to the consumer. With users unable to view the code, they are unable to
validate that the code executing on their UAV is malware-free.
As UAVs continue to perform more critical societal and military tasks, the threat
of exploitation grows. Performing an exploit on a UAV that is responsible for tactical
military reconnaissance could put the lives of service men and women in danger.
Exploited UAVs that are tasked with monitoring the health of a farmer’s crops can
potentially ruin the entire harvest costing millions of dollars. Package delivery drones
can be hijacked and their payload stolen by criminals. Many exploits that have
been performed on UAVs are relatively simple and can be performed by almost any
layperson. These threats have been studied but investigation into the detection of
logic bombs hidden on a UAV has received little attention. With UAVs performing
missions with increasing responsibility and autonomy, it is critically important that
the threat of malicious embedded software is also addressed. A methodology to
efficiently detect logic bombs is a key component to mitigating this threat.
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2.3 Logic Bombs
This section talks in greater depth of logic bomb detection in general and the
problems with logic bomb detection in UAV systems. The authors of [21] define
a logic bomb as “...malicious application logic that is executed, or triggered, only
under certain (often narrow) circumstances”. Early iterations of logic bombs were
arguably legitimate, designed to render software unusable after license agreements
had expired. However, there are far more malicious uses of logic bombs in which
the detonation of a logic bomb results in the destruction of useful files or equipment
[22]. Many logic bombs act as an activation method for other viruses or worms that
may be hidden within the software. When the condition is triggered, the logic bomb
deploys its destructive payload which then runs on the host machine and will often
times spread to other devices. The effect of the payload can vary greatly depending
on the intention of the attack ranging from creating a minute change in a database
to rendering a machine unusable. Detection of logic bombs can prove to be very
difficult and often relies on passive deterrence such as strong password management
and employee privilege monitoring. While passive detection/prevention can deter and
prevent some logic bomb use, there is still a need for more involved monitoring in
the form of software that is able to analyze source and/or binary code to detect the
presence of logic bombs. This section will go into further detail about previous logic
bomb use cases to demonstrate their effectiveness and illustrate their potential threat
to UAVs, current logic bomb detection methodology, and logic bomb detection in the
context of UAVs.
2.3.1 Previous Use Cases
Logic bombs have a long history in the world of corporate espionage and disgrun-
tled employees. Oftentimes, the culprit responsible for the deployment of a logic bomb
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on commercial-scale computer systems is a disgruntled employee who feels underval-
ued or is creating purpose for their position [22]. Perhaps the most recent occurrence
was in 2016 when a Siemens contract programmer was caught inserting a logic bomb
into a Microsoft Excel spreadsheet [23]. This logic bomb would cause errors in the
spreadsheet which would require the company to hire him to fix the piece of software.
The culprit was eventually caught when his logic bomb was mistakenly activated while
he was out of town and he was forced to relinquish his computer passwords. While
the Siemens employees were viewing the code for the Excel program, they noticed
the malicious code and the offender was reported to the authorities. The culprit was
able to continually receive income for fixing a problem that he had created.
While the aforementioned example of logic bomb insertion is relatively benign,
far more insidious logic bombs have been implemented such as a logic bomb that was
deployed in South Korea in 2013 [24]. This logic bomb wrote over the master boot
record and hard drives of two media companies as well as three banks simultaneously.
Within one of the malicious files found on the machines, there was a hex string
“4DAD4678”, indicating the time and date at which to trigger. This attack rendered
various infrastructure machines inoperable for a period of time and also affected
ATMs across the country. The simultaneous triggering of the malware across a wide
variety of machines makes this type of attack incredibly difficult to contain and to
stop. Time and date is just an example of a potential trigger but logic bombs can
use any condition as a trigger. In the context of UAVs, there are numerous potential
trigger conditions that an adversary can choose to use which allows UAVs with the
malware to only be affected when the adversary would like.
These examples are utilized to illustrate the level at which logic bombs have the
potential to impact systems while remaining undetected for long periods of time,
and where potential logic bomb developers can be found. In many cases, logic bomb
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implementation is carried out in a lone wolf type scenario where the hostile actor is
choosing to plant a logic bomb due to negative feelings towards a company or entity.
However, consider the situation with DJI ground station software containing malware
that sent information back to it’s home country [4, 5]. The UAVs were to be utilized
by the U.S. Department of Homeland Security as well as the United States Army. A
foreign nation’s corporation has planted malware on devices that are to be used by
a foreign government entity. By utilizing logic bombs implanted within commercial
software, it wouldn’t be difficult for a foreign adversary to gain access to another
country’s UAV information. Consider a scenario in which the malware is instead a
logic bomb and it is embedded within the UAV software. It would be relatively simple
from there to have a logic bomb that makes adversary UAVs unusable once the logic
bomb has been triggered.
When discussing the implications of a logic bomb implanted within a critical
system on a UAV, it is important to consider the mission that the UAV is fulfilling
and the scope at which the logic bomb is operating. A logic bomb that is successfully
embedded within a critical UAV system has the potential to change any number of
system parameters and affect UAV operation in a wide variety of ways. Although
there are no publicly documented cases of logic bombs planted on UAV software, it is
easy to see how logic bombs are an appealing vector for future attacks. A relatively
benign attack may simply make the battery appear to be lower than it realistically is,
impacting the mission by reducing longevity and efficiency of sorties. A more overt
attack could immediately remove UAV engine functionality resulting in a total loss
of the aircraft.
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2.3.2 Logic Bomb Detection Methods
Detection of logic bombs is a difficult topic as most malware analysis techniques
largely ignore the possibility of the presence of logic bombs and rather focus on finding
the insertion of malicious code into running applications [25]. The authors of [25] go
on further to state that other software assurance techniques prove to be inadequate to
reliably detect logic bombs. Before discussion can be held about why current software
assurance techniques are thought to be invalid for logic bomb detection, it must first
be discussed how logic bombs end up on systems in the first place.
Logic bombs have the benefit of circumventing traditional malware analysis tech-
niques. They are often inserted into code by developers who have access to the code
and intimate knowledge of the system which gives them the ability to hide the mal-
ware and setup effective triggers. Insider threat attacks are more formally known as
lifecycle attacks. Lifecycle attacks are defined by [26] as “...malicious code inserted
surreptitiously by insiders into the source code of the application before it is deployed
in the field.” As previously mentioned, most malware analysis tools focus on the in-
jection of malicious code into running applications and not the detection of dormant
malicious code wherein lies the difficulty of detecting these attacks.
To combat the potential for insider threats and insertion of malicious logic, many
corporations have turned to training employees to watch for suspicious behavior in
their peers as this may indicate the potential for destructive behavior [22]. Addition-
ally, it is recommended that developers enforce strict policies in regards to password
management and limiting individual access to only the source code required to ac-
complish their job [21]. The aforementioned methods are a passive technique for
preventing the insertion of logic bombs but do little in regards to the detection of
such malicious code. While these measures are helpful, they are no replacement for
an active detection method. Unfortunately, detection of dormant malicious code, or
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logic bombs, is extremely difficult unless the use of specific code analysis techniques
and tools are utilized. Figure 3 shows various software analysis techniques and why
these techniques are largely inadequate at preventing what are known as lifecycle
attacks.
Figure 3: Code Analysis Tools: Effectiveness of Code Analysis Tools for Logic Bomb
Detection [25]
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According to [25], previously the only way to detect the presence of a logic bomb
is to manually go through the code and examine every branch within the code. Any
branch within the code body can contain the trigger condition for the logic bomb.
However, the authors of [25] have created software they named “SQA Tool” which uses
a mixture of static and dynamic program analysis with white-box testing techniques
to search a target piece of software for the presence of logic bombs. Their software
ensures that nearly every branch of code is entered at least once and it will attempt
to force the conditions present in order to enter any branch that is encountered. The
software doesn’t automate the entire process however, as there are some branches in
which a developer must determine the proper conditions to enter a specific branch of
code. While this tool doesn’t totally automate the detection of logic bombs, it does
cut out significant amounts of developer interaction in order to find the presence of
logic bombs.
Another effective tool that has been developed for the detection of logic bombs
is called TriggerScope. This tool was designed to detect the presence of logic bombs
within Android applications. With the Android mobile platform comprising 78% of
all smartphones, a tool needed to be developed that can detect logic bombs lurk-
ing within applications submitted to the Google Play Store [27]. This analysis tool
combines symbolic execution, path predicate reconstruction and minimization and
inter-procedural control-dependency analysis which enables the researcher to detect
the trigger conditions for malicious code. Utilizing this tool, researches achieved a
100% detection rate on the malware set used in their research. This tool is a great
model that can be implemented for various programming languages to detect malware
in a wide range of applications.
The previously mentioned solutions requires some form of the source code from
the software in question. This thesis seeks to address the specific situation in which
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source code of the device is not available. In addition, the wide range of programming
languages, hardware, and configurations utilized by UAVs, increases the challenge
with implementing such a tool for logic bomb detection. Development of a tool similar
to SQA Tool or TriggerScope is infeasible for UAV logic bomb detection, primarily
due to unguaranteed access to source code, but also due to the wide variety of factors
previously mentioned.
2.3.3 Logic Bomb Detection in UAVs
The guaranteed way to determine if a logic bomb is present on a system is to test
every possible input combination into the system. However, due to the number of
potential input combinations into a system, searching for logic bombs through brute
force typically isn’t possible. In regards to UAVs, input vectors include externally-
supplied data such as GPS or command & control data, or internally-derived data
such as altitude, attitude, or other sensor data. Furthermore, according to [28], the
chance to detect the presence of logic bombs by utilizing a tool that simply provides
combinations of inputs into a piece of software is practically zero. Therefore, detecting
a logic bomb in a UAV by brute force input testing is, at best, very unlikely.
Difficulties with logic bomb detection are compounded by the fact that many UAV
systems will have to be treated as black boxes. Many commercial or government-grade
UAV systems have to be treated as black boxes because the release of expensive source
code allows their product to be easily replicated. Without access to source code even
manually examining all potential branches in the code becomes extremely difficult and
time consuming as only the software binaries are available. With the complex soft-
ware typically found in UAV systems, performing manual analysis on UAV autopilot
source code binaries, even with the aid of tools, is currently infeasible. Furthermore,
UAV platforms utilize many different programming languages and operate on a wide
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variety of hardware devices. Developing tools that cover the multitude of high level
programming languages and architectures used in UAVs is challenging, as all devices
within the system need to be scanned and validated to ensure there are no logic bombs
present on the device.
These factors make logic bomb detection in commercially procured UAVs ex-
tremely difficult. This research proposes a methodology that does not require source
code and efficiently addresses the problem of input space explosion. Before our so-
lution to this problem is proposed, black box testing methodology must first be dis-
cussed and the relationship between black box testing and UAVs without source code
must be illustrated.
2.4 Black Box Testing
One of the key aspects of this research is to develop a logic bomb detection tech-
nique that doesn’t require access to the source code of the UAV in question. Given
this condition, the UAV must be treated as a black box where the internal workings
of the device are unknown and only the input and output values are gathered. De-
veloping a logic bomb detection technique that doesn’t rely on the source code of
the device in question is extremely useful as UAVs from various developers can be
validated as secure without requiring any privileged access to the device. In order to
understand the challenges and the proposed technique with which to find the presence
of hidden logic bombs, traditional black box testing methods must be understood.
Traditional software testing techniques fall into one of three categories: black box,
white box testing or grey box testing [29]. For purposes of this research, we are only
concerned with black box testing techniques as we seek hidden logic bombs in a UAV
system while treating the UAV system black box. Black box testing is often referred
to as functional testing and can be described as testing a piece of software without
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knowing its internal structure, code or implementation [30]. Testers provide inputs to
the software and view the corresponding output to ensure that it matches expected
output.
There are various advantages and disadvantages to each testing technique and,
ideally, all testing techniques would be utilized to maximize source code coverage.
Maximizing source code coverage simply means covering as many conditions possible
within the code to find as many faults or bugs that may be present. With the proper
test cases created, any potential issues can be caught. Utilizing black box testing has
many advantages such as its efficiency when being performed on large code bodies,
keeping user and developer perspectives separate, not requiring knowledge of the
original programming language and quick generation of test cases [29, 31]. With
these advantages come some of the following disadvantages: a limited number of test
scenarios are performed resulting in limited code coverage and the requirement for
explicit entity specifications.
Within the scope of black box testing, there are various testing techniques that
can be performed. Shown in Figure 4 is a depiction of some of these techniques.
Figure 4: Black Box Testing Techniques: Various Black Box Testing Techniques [31]
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This research will not go into depth about the various testing techniques but
each has advantages and disadvantages. In this thesis, we will be utilizing a form
of equivalence partitioning. Equivalence partitioning is defined by [31] as a “testing
method that divides the input data of a software unit into partitions of data from
which test cases can be derived.”
Figure 5: Equivalence Partitioning: Visualization of Equivalence Partitioning [32]
Figure 5 illustrates how valid and invalid conditions are partitioned into equivalent
groups. For example, any value in the range 1-10 is valid so only one test case must be
for the values that fall within that range. The technique developed by this research
performs equivalence partitioning by utilizing the proposed flight path for the UAV
to run various simulation trials to determine appropriate range values for each phase
of flight. These equivalence partitions are then utilized to greatly reduce the input
space and to determine a boundary range for the output information.
In short, the UAV is treated as a black box and a type of equivalence partitioning
is used to generate input cases. This technique utilizes the planned flight path in
conjunction with multiple trial runs of the UAV through the flight path to develop
a smaller input space. The outputs are then evaluated by examining the flight path
that was taken by the UAV to determine if a logic bomb trigger condition was met.
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2.5 Ardupilot
The following sections provide background information on the entities utilized in
the SLIVer methodology.
Ardupilot is an advanced, open source autopilot software that can be utilized
on any vehicle system [33]. This autopilot software is installed in over one million
vehicles and boasts advanced data-logging, analysis and simulation tools. The source
code for Ardupilot is open source which allows the autopilot to support a wide variety
of sensors, companion computers, and communications systems. These features have
made this software extremely popular among professionals and amateurs alike. This
software is utilized in multiple OEM UAV companies and is utilized for testing by
NASA, Intel, and Boeing.
This platform was selected for this research due to the fact that the platform is
entirely open source. It has been stated that this research has the stipulation that
the UAV in question must be treated as a black box which makes using an open
source platform seem contradictory. However, this autopilot code offers a variety
of testing, analysis and simulation features that are required to develop the logic
bomb detection methodology. In addition, a logic bomb has to be created within
the autopilot software that can be triggered within the simulation tool, and using an
open-source platform, complied with the logic bomb included, is the most realistic.
From the perspective of the methodology development, there is no requirement for
access to the internal workings of the autopilot software.
2.5.1 Ardupilot Software in the Loop (SITL)
The most attractive feature that Ardupilot offers for this research is the SITL
capability. SITL allows a user to run ArduPilot on their PC directly without any
additional hardware [34]. The sensor data input into the simulation software is gen-
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erated from a flight dynamics model in a flight simulator. These features give the
ArduPilot simulation high fidelity and allow for accurate flight simulations with the
actual aircraft code running in the simulation. The SITL software is able to simulate
a wide variety of vehicle types such as multi-rotor aircraft, fixed wing aircraft, ground
vehicles, underwater vehicles, camera gimbals, antenna trackers and various other sen-
sors. ArduPilot’s SITL and its logging features are the centerpiece for demonstrating
the logic bomb detection methodology. Figure 6 shows how the ArduPilot software
works in conjunction with the simulation software and other peripherals.
Figure 6: ArduPilot SITL: SITL and Peripheral Interactions [34]
The simulation software runs on the desktop via a compiled executable and re-
ceives data from the FlightGear simulation software in addition to the physics simu-
lator. The autopilot software is controlled via MAVProxy through a TCP connection,
simulating a real connection to a ground control station. It is also shown that the
simulator can interact with other software entities such as Mission Planner which will
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be used in this research to create flight plans for the autopilot to execute.
2.5.2 Ardupilot Flight Controller Firmware
For the ArduPlane simulation technique, the SITL simulator is able to simulate
different flight control boards, known as Hardware In The Loop (HITL) simulation.
Unfortunately, at this time, there is no support to HITL simulation in conjunction
with the ArduCopter code base. Given this restriction, a vanilla flight control board
is simulated. Despite not being able to simulate the exact type of flight control board
that would be present on the UAV with this software, the results obtained from the
simulator flights are expected to be very similar to what they would be with the
HITL capability included. In the future, having the option to simulate the hardware
in conjunction with the software will provide higher fidelity results.
2.5.3 MAVProxy and Mission Planner
The MAVProxy documentation webpage describes MAVProxy as a “fully-functioning
GCS for UAV’s” [35]. This Ground Control Station software allows the user to in-
terface with their UAV in a simple and efficient manner. MAVProxy has exceptional
log collection capabilities which allow users to perform in-depth post-flight analysis
of mission runs that will be utilized for this research. MAVProxy includes functional-
ity with Mission Planner software which allows users to create advanced flight paths
for the autopilot to automatically run the UAV through the mission. Figure 7 is
the MAVProxy software interface running in Windows 7. The software shows a map
display with the UAV location as well as a separate console window that continually
updated with various UAV flight parameters. Not shown in the figure is the command
line window where commands are sent to the autopilot.
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Figure 7: MAVProxy: MAVProxy User Interface [35]
2.5.3.1 Mission Planner
Mission Planner is another ground control software that is compatible with ArduPi-
lot software in the loop functionality. This software can also be utilized to connect
with a UAV while it is flying in real time as a traditional ground control software suite
with which to interface with the UAV. Mission Planner has a wide variety of features
such as point-and-click waypoint entry, mission selection drop down, mission log file
download, APM setting configuration, and interface with a PC flight simulator to
create a full hardware-in-the-loop UAV simulator [36]. In addition, this tool boasts
advanced data analysis tools, log file type conversion, and many other features. Many
of these features are utilized for this research but the primary use of this tool was to
create flight plans for the UAV missions.
Illustrated in Figure 8 is the mission planning window. Mission plans can be saved,
loaded, and edited from this interface, and detailed information is shown about each
respective waypoint in the lower section of the window.
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Figure 8: Mission Planner: Mission Planner User Interface [36]
2.6 Summary
UAVs face many glaring security issues. As the UAVs continually perform mis-
sions of increasing level of importance, it is essential that these security issues are
addressed. While many security issues have been identified by researchers, one po-
tential vulnerability has received little discussion: UAV autopilot logic bombs. With
many modern UAVs being procured from multinational corporations, there is little
chance that users have access to source code. No access to UAV source code makes
searching for the presence of logic bombs even more difficult. For this reason, the
SLIVer methodology was developed to detect logic bombs inserted within UAV au-




The growing use and dependence on UAVs to perform certain tasks demands that
these devices are free of malicious code that may inhibit their ability to perform their
mission. As previously demonstrated, there are a wide range of vulnerabilities that
may be present in UAV systems. These examples show ways in which UAVs have been
exploited, however, there haven’t been any documented occurrences of logic bombs
present within UAV software. With UAV source code sold by international entities
or developed by open-source programmers, there is the chance that malicious logic is
embedded within source code to fulfill the desires of the rogue programmer.
This research seeks to develop a basic methodology for utilizing UAV simulation
software to find logic bombs embedded within UAV software. The trial runs performed
in this experiment are carried out treating the UAV in question as though it is a black
box and the source code cannot be accessed. Therefore, the only method to determine
if a logic bomb has been triggered is by generating the inputs into the simulation and
examining outputs from the simulation software.
This chapter is best viewed in two separate parts. The first part discusses the
SLIVer logic bomb detection methodology in general terms and the associated con-
cepts that must be described in detail.
The second half of this chapter describes the proof of concept experiment. This
portion includes specific system configurations in addition to instructions to configure
the system. Additionally, this portion of the chapter covers parameters, factors, and
workload considerations for this experiment. These topics are followed by the detailed
experiment design to validate the SLIVer methodology.
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3.2 Part 1: SLIVer Description
This section introduces SLIVer logic bomb detection methodology in general terms.
Figure 9 is a flow chart of the SLIVer methodology. The following sections within the
SLIVer Description section are broken down into the specific steps of the methodology
with each step discussed in-depth. The proof of concept experiments follow the steps
laid out within the flow chart to illustrate the effectiveness and the proper utilization
of the SLIVer. All steps on the flow chart are left in general terms with the proof of
concept experiments providing specific values for pertinent steps on the flow chart.
Figure 9: SLIVer Flow Chart
3.2.1 Mission Type Selection
The premise behind SLIVer is that reducing the input space to a UAV’s autopilot
is essential to detect the presence of logic bombs. As it stands, the current best
methodology to detect logic bombs hidden within UAV autopilot code is a brute
force approach, or testing every possible combination of inputs to search for a trigger
condition. This technique is simply not feasible due to the vast number of inputs that
a UAV can experience. One contribution that SLIVer makes is a means to reduce
the UAV input space. This critical step is accomplished by utilizing the UAV’s flight
path as a baseline for the potential input space.
SLIVer gains efficiencies over a brute force search approach by segmentation of
the UAV flight path. Segmentation of the flight path is based off of the nature of
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flight activity between given waypoints. Flight path segmentation is completed by
the analysis script after enough missions runs have been completed to gain a desired
level of confidence. The analysis script uses mission selection input to determine
how waypoints are characterized. For example, transit waypoints where the UAV
is traveling from one point to another are classed differently than survey waypoints.
Transit waypoints are subjected to statistical analysis operations to generate a set of
inputs that the UAV is likely to experience when following the defined path. Portions
of the flight path that require dynamic flight operation or free navigation such as
surveillance of an area are subjected to an exhaustive search of the area. Thus,
segmentation greatly reduces input space as exhaustive search is only performed on
the portions of the flight path where using such a technique is necessary. Using the
input reduction techniques described, the upper bound for input space, at worst, is
equivalent to the input space of the exhaustive search technique. Figure 10 shows
how a mission can be segmented into transit and exhaustive search areas as opposed
to performing an exhaustive search over the entire area of operation.
Figure 10: SLIVer Input Space Reduction Compared to Exhaustive Search
Both panels in Figure 10 show the same survey mission with takeoff, transit, sur-
vey, and landing portions. Exhaustive search areas are defined by a red border with
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statistically defined input spaces defined by the blue border. The yellow line indicates
the mission flight path. By utilizing SLIVer’s input space reduction techniques, the
reduced input space portions are examined only at the given altitude whereas the
brute force approach must also account for all altitude levels up to the mission alti-
tude. Through these means, only the input space of relevance to the UAV flight path
is examined as opposed to searching the input space of the entire area of operation.
Figure 10 clearly illustrates the benefit of utilizing SLIVer’s input space reduction
technique over a brute force approach.
3.2.2 Execute for Desired Level of Confidence
With the flight path established as the basis for the input space, there is still
the problem of determining what the actual inputs are that a UAV is expected to
experience throughout the course of the mission. To determine what inputs the UAV
is likely to experience on a given flight path, simulation software is utilized to simulate
mission runs and gather data logs. By executing a mission one time, it gives the user
a general idea of what to expect in regards to what the inputs look like. Additional
runs are executed to allow for variations in the flight and so that statistical analysis
can be performed on the expected inputs.
To determine the full range of inputs that the UAV is likely to experience for a
given mission, the SLIVer methodology creates an area along the entire flight path
within which the UAV is expected to operate with a high degree of statistical confi-
dence. A high degree of confidence is defined as the range of inputs along the flight
path that the UAV is likely to encounter. In other words, we generate a confidence
interval (e.g. 95%) to describe how certain we are that a given input, at a given spot
along the flight path, will fall within the range generated by the analysis script. If a
predetermined number of missions are completed without a logic bomb trigger event,
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the previously described area along the flight path has the potential to become what
is known as a “safety corridor”.
3.2.3 Determination for Logic Bomb Trigger Event
It is critical to discuss potential logic bomb event detection methods that SLIVer
may implement before discussing safety corridor generation as the UAV may en-
counter a logic bomb trigger event without having to generate a safety corridor. One
potential detection method is to observe readouts of the simulation flight data con-
sole. In the event of adverse flight behavior, many UAVs issue a warning message to
the GCS. Upon activation of logic bombs, the UAV may issue commands to notify
the operator of abnormal activity. These built-in messages can be utilized as poten-
tial flags for malicious activity. Another potential detection method makes use of
post-flight logs. These logs can be inspected for values outside of typical operating
conditions for certain parameters of interest, or in the case of log entries that track
UAV position and attitude, they can be viewed in mapping software such as Google
Earth. Examination of log entries for adverse behavior is a valid detection technique
but can be very time consuming if implemented poorly. A final proposed detection
technique is by utilizing machine learning algorithms to examine log entries gathered
after flights. With a database built of known “good” and “bad” flights, machine
learning algorithms could potentially learn how to identify logic bomb trigger events.
3.2.4 Create Potential Safety Corridor
A safety corridor represents the area along the flight path that the UAV is likely
to be within (with a desired level of statistical confidence), and due to multiple
simulated mission runs having already taken place without incident, is safe for the
UAV to operate within.
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There are two types of safety corridors that can be generated: large and small
safety corridors. A small safety corridor is acceptable as is and can be utilized as
is. A safety corridor is defined as a “large” safety corridor when the generated safety
corridor is larger than the precision level of the equipment utilized to measure a certain
parameter. For example, the proof of concept explored in Section 3.3 assumes a GPS
receiver with a precision of 1 meter. If the confidence interval for a location parameter
exceeds 1m at a certain point in the flight, this is an example of a large safety corridor
which requires an additional step. That additional step is an exhaustive search to
ensure that the UAV experiences all theorized inputs for a given mission.
Exhaustive search consists of comprehensively flying through the given large safety
corridor area to a predetermined level of precision. This concept is best visualized
by imagining the UAV traversing a polygon the size of the large safety corridor and
making consecutive passes through the area with the separation between passes being
the defined minimum pass distance (e.g. 1 meter, given the previous GPS example).
It is important to address why accounting for sensor precision is critical when
developing the safety corridor. Not only is it prudent to operate on the same scale
of precision as the hardware devices present within system but for an adversary to
develop a reliable attack, the precision of the device must be accounted for. Creating
a trigger condition that waits for very precise input values is unlikely to be triggered
by a device that is unable to provide the required resolution.
There is one final concept that must be discussed when considering the safety
corridor. In the context of this research, a safety corridor purely relates to a physical
location in space. However, it is hypothesized that a safety corridor can be developed
for any measurable and loggable parameter on the UAV. For example, consider a
logic bomb that targets the camera gimbal on the UAV to make it impossible to take
photos of a specific location. Test flights can be run for missions with the analysis
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script also gathering camera payload log entries. The camera should theoretically
always be in the same position at a given location along a flight path to survey an
area or photograph a structure. A safety corridor could be constructed by the analysis
script in the same manner for the camera gimbal as it is for a safety corridor relating
to the UAV’s physical location. In this way, SLIVer can extend to other systems on
aircraft.
One final consideration for SLIVer implementation is that it is important to con-
sider the fidelity of the simulation software. Any system that a user would like to
validate prior to mission execution must be accurately represented within simulation
environment in order to gather the required logging data to build safety corridors.
Without an accurate and reliable representation of how systems operate during real
missions, SLIVer will have decreased levels of success.
3.2.5 Exhaustive Search
The exhaustive search seeks to ensure that the UAV autopilot software experiences
in simulation every input along the entire flight path that the UAV can reasonably
expect to encounter in its actual mission. As already described for “large” areas of
the safety corridor, this is done by performing passes within areas that fall outside of
the precision of navigational equipment (or other equipment relating to parameters
in question) on the UAV. The same approach is applied to areas in the flight plan
where the UAV needs more freedom of navigation, such as performing surveillance in
a particular region. The passes are separated by the greatest level of precision of the
sensor equipment. Given the previously introduced GPS example, the UAV would
perform passes with 1 meter of separation throughout the area in question. If no logic
bomb trigger event occurs, the area is certified as part of the safety corridor.
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3.2.6 Requirements to Implement SLIVer
While SLIVer was developed with small quad-copters as the primary testing ve-
hicle, there is no reason to believe that SLIVer cannot be utilized in different aerial
vehicles. The primary requirements for SLIVer application are (1) a high-fidelity sim-
ulation environment that has advanced logging capabilities and (2) mission planning
tools. With the aid of these two primary capabilities, it is expected that SLIVer can
be scaled to any aerial vehicle.
3.3 Part 2: SLIVer Proof of Concept Experiment
This portion of the chapter covers the proof of concept demonstration of SLIVer.
Within this section are the specific details relating to the experimental environment
and the configuration settings. Finally, an overview of the proof of concept experiment
is discussed in greater detail.
3.4 Goals
A series of goals, listed in sequential order, has been created to facilitate in the
demonstration of SLIVer. The remainder of the sections in Chapter III closely mirror
the order of the goals.
• Successfully Set Up Simulation Suite
This first goal of is to create a working test environment for the simulated UAV.
Included in the setup is downloading the UAV code base, GCS software se-
tup/configuration, and any peripheral software setup/configuration. The steps
performed to accomplish this goal are described in Section 3.4.2.
• Create a Series of Varied Test Missions
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Creating the test missions is one of the most critical parts of this research.
Picking test missions that allow the UAV to experience a wide range of flight
profiles ensures that the UAV is experiencing an environment as close to the
real-world as possible.
• Create Analysis Script to Facilitate Log File Analysis
Before executing test missions, an analysis script is created to generate regions
determined to be safe for flight operation. The analysis script parses through
the log files generated from mission runs for log file entries of interest. The
entries are used to create a region of safe operation along the flight path, known
as a safety corridor, for the UAV by performing statistical analysis on the entries
across multiple runs.
• Run and Evaluate Test Missions
Running of the test missions simply consists of running the simulation software
with the malicious autopilot build. Evaluating these missions is slightly more
complicated as the analysis script must also be completed. This analysis script
is used to parse the log files generated from mission runs. The information from
the mission runs will fall into two categories: those with a logic bomb trigger
event and those without. Runs without logic bombs (minimum of 10) are to
be executed through the analysis script to define the area where the UAV is
expected to run as normally with a high degree of confidence. In situations
where the UAV is found to have triggered a logic bomb, the goal of identifying
a logic bomb has been accomplished.
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3.4.1 Logic Bomb and Associated Effects
A logic bomb is developed to test the proof of concept for this methodology as there
are no documented ArduPilot autopilot logic bombs found within the public domain.
The logic bomb created has a few key characteristics: drastic effect upon activation,
multiple input parameters for trigger condition, repeatable behavior, and triggers
based on UAV location information. A drastic effect upon activation was designed
to aid the proof of concept experiment with better detection techniques proposed in
the Section 5.4. A trigger condition is a combination of variables required to begin
logic bomb code execution. These characteristics serve to guide the creation of a
logic bomb that is relatively easy to predictably trigger and detect for the purposes
of methodology development.
For this experiment, a logic bomb is placed within the ArduPilot autopilot code.
The UAV is to operate normally unless the UAV reaches the predetermined logic
bomb trigger condition. Upon reaching the logic bomb trigger condition, the logic
bomb interferes with UAV motor causing the UAV to lose control and eventually
crash into the ground.
Trigger condition parameters selected for this research are latitude, longitude,
altitude, or any combination of the three. The resulting logic bomb satisfies all re-
quirements: easy identification of activation, repeatable, and triggered from multiple
location-based parameters.
3.4.2 System
The system for this experiment consists of the ArduPilot simulation space with
the use of the MAVProxy software as the ground control station software, and the
Mission Planner software that is used to create and load the different flight paths.
The system configuration remains the same for the entirety of the experiment besides
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the potential introduction of wind values into the environment. Default system con-
figuration settings remain in place and the only parameter changing throughout the
course of this experiment is the flight path that the simulated UAV is running.
Leaving the configuration settings the same and only varying the flight path for
each different experiment serves as a means to simplify the development of the logic
bomb detection technique. If SLIVer proves to effective it can be tested in more
diverse environments. To achieve the standard configuration that is being utilized for
this experiment, the following steps are provided by ArduPilot for setup on a Windows
machine found at [33]. Please note that the machine utilized for experimentation was
running on Windows 7 with MAVProxy version 1.5.0, Copter-3.7.0-dev and Python
3.7.3.
3.4.2.1 Cygwin
The first step to getting the ArduPilot SITL setup is to install Cygwin. According
to the instructions found on the website, there is an automated process that was
developed to install Cygwin in one simple step. That process didn’t work properly
and it is recommended that the “stepped install” version of the Cygwin steps are
utilized. The installation steps for the stepped install for Cygwin can be found at
[37]. To complete the installation, the instructions from [37] are followed as instructed.
3.4.2.2 ArduPilot
Ardupilot is acquired from the github page at the following link:
https://github.com/ArduPilot/ardupilot. At this location, select the download zip
option and save it to a location on the local machine. Unzip the file to the Cygwin
home file directory. It is highly recommended that the Cygwin home directory is
utilized or there can be various issues with properly running ArduPilot.
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3.4.2.3 MAVProxy
Installing MAVProxy is very straightforward. Follow the instructions found at the
following website: http://ardupilot.org/dev/docs/sitl-native-on-windows.html. As
per the instruction website, install the software from the following link:
http://firmware.ardupilot.org/Tools/MAVProxy/MAVProxySetup-latest.exe. Accept
the license agreement and install the software with the default instruction options.
3.4.2.4 Mission Planner
Installation instructions for Mission Planner can be found at the following website:
http://ardupilot.org/planner/docs/mission-planner-installation.html. The download
link for Mission Planner is found at on the previously shown webpage as well the
instructions used to install Mission Planner.
3.4.2.5 Mission Planner Configuration
Mission Planner must be configured in order to upload designed mission plans into
MAVProxy. Before mission coordinates can be loaded into MAVProxy, it must be
connected via UDP using the data rate 115200 to simulate a USB connection. In the
top right corner of Mission Planner, simply select UDP from the drop down and then
enter the data rate of 115200 and click connect. This should connect Mission Planner
and MAVProxy so that mission plans can be uploaded into MAVProxy. Shown in the
figure is the connection settings in the top right corner of Mission Planner.
3.4.2.6 Creating Missions in Mission Planner
Creating missions in Mission Planner is straightforward. The first step in this
process is to select the flight plan button in the top left corner of the window.
With the flight path selection made, to create different waypoints simply left click
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Figure 11: Mission Planner Connection Settings
Figure 12: Mission Planner Flight Path Button
on the map where you would like to create the flight path. Each waypoint that is
created connects to the previous waypoint. Additionally, if you would like to add
other options such as changing altitude or performing set behaviors, right clicking on
the map will give additional options.
The waypoints that are created are shown in a separate window at the bottom of
the Mission Planner window. The waypoint entry saves various parameters as shown
and these same parameters are saved within the log file that is stored by the UAV.
The created flight path can then be saved by selecting “Save WP File.” The
saved waypoint file can be read in at a later time by selected “Read WP file” and
the waypoint information is written to MAVProxy by selecting “Write WPs.” These
options can be found on the right hand side of the Mission Planner window.
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Figure 13: Waypoint Creation
Figure 14: Mission Planner Waypoint Window
3.4.2.7 Running a Mission
With the proper Cygwin, MAVProxy, Mission Planner configurations, and with
the flight path loaded into MAVProxy, running a simulated mission is very easy. Nav-
igate to the /ardupilot/tools/autotest folder in Cygwin. Note that if it was decided
to save the Ardupilot code in another file location than the Cygwin root directory,
there may be additional errors that will have to be addressed. Once in the proper
directory, MAVProxy is opened by the following command: “./sim vehicle.py -v Ar-
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duCopter –map –console”. This command will open the MAVProxy map, command
console, and UAV information panel. With MAVProxy running, write the waypoints
from Mission Planner. The final step to flying the designated mission is to arm the
throttle and set the UAV into “auto” mode.
Figure 15: Begin Mission
The UAV will now complete the designed mission without any user intervention.
These steps allow us to create various flight paths that can be utilized to not only
create a safety corridor but to determine if a logic bomb trigger event occurs.
3.4.3 Evaluation Technique
The evaluation technique for this research is simulation. This technique provides
the accuracy of the high-fidelity simulation provided by ArduPilot SITL system while
avoiding the risk and complications of using physical hardware devices. Various fac-
tors such as wind and weather are circumvented (unless the introduction of such
effects is desired) by performing these tests in a purely simulated environment and
allow for a much higher degree of control for the experimenter/tester.
At this time, hardware-in-the-loop simulation capabilities are not supported for
the ArduCopter code base. However, it is expected that this methodology works
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the same with the added feature of hardware simulation. This is due to the fact
that the input space remains the same and the information utilized to create safety
corridors and determine logic bomb activation are based on the system as a whole.
The inclusion of hardware simulation would only serve to increase fidelity of the logic
bomb detection methodology.
3.4.4 Parameters
Parameters are divided into two categories: system and workload parameters. The
system parameters involve the hardware and software utilized during the course of
this experiment. Workload parameters are the characteristics for user requests which
typically change between the specific experiment being run [38]. For this research, the
system parameters remain consistent between each iteration barring one exception.
The exception to this rule is the logic bomb trigger conditions between different
mission runs, depending on whether or not logic bomb testing is occurring. The logic
bomb that is implemented creates a very adverse effect on UAV performance which
typically results in the loss of the simulated aircraft.
Workload parameters for this experiment include environment conditions and the
mission plan for that flight. It is theorized that wind affects the performance of the
UAV as it increases the time to complete the mission or increases the variation in
the flight path when compared to a run that doesn’t contain wind. The mission
plan changes the performance of the UAV throughout the course of the flight path as
different demands are made on the UAV depending on the mission.
Another parameter worth mentioning but isn’t likely to be a factor is the logic
bomb that is deployed into the autopilot code. The logic bomb effect remains the
same throughout the course of SLIVer development and validation. However, the logic
bomb has different trigger conditions for each mission to ensure proper and reliable
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triggering on each mission.
The flight vehicle is another workload parameter that is being utilized in this ex-
periment. Throughout each iteration of this experiment, the vehicle utilized remains
the same. Although multiple different vehicle types are supported by ArduPilot, it
isn’t necessary to simulate a wide variety of vehicles to demonstrate the detection
methodology. The detection methodology developed isn’t dependent on the vehicle
type and the simulation of multiple vehicles provides little benefit. Additionally, at
this time, the ArduPilot SITL simulation tool doesn’t support Hardware In the Loop
simulation. This makes it impossible to simulate different flight control boards/vehi-
cles.
Location of the mission run is another parameter worth mentioning. Mission
locations with large geographic features such as hills or forests have the potential to
cause unexpected flight performance as well as acting as obstacles for certain mission
types. The mission location remains the same throughout each run of this experiment.
Since this experiment is a demonstration and proof of concept for SLIVer, the list
of parameters are relatively short. The small amount of parameters in this experiment
are the result of a deliberate effort to simplify the creation of the safety corridor for
each mission and to accurately diagnose the presence of a logic bomb. The safety
corridor generation is the single most important variable in logic bomb detection as
the accuracy of the safety corridor determines the requirement for exhaustive testing
on the areas where a corridor is large. As experiments and the methodology develop,
more parameters can be added into the experiment to detect more complex logic
bombs in environments that are far more dynamic.
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3.4.5 Factors
Factors in this experiment are parameters that are varied. As discussed in the
previous section, the parameters that are factors in this experiment are environmen-
tal conditions, autopilot software, logic bomb trigger condition. The first factor is
variable environment conditions. This factor exists in relation to this experiment to
add some variation when creating safety corridors but more importantly, to closer
represent realistic flight conditions. Without outside factors, it is assumed that each
run of the flight path almost always remain the same. Introducing variability into
safety corridor generation more accurately simulates multiple runs of the mission plan
in the world.
The autopilot software is modified only to introduce the logic bomb into the
autopilot code. There are no additional changes to the autopilot software to have the
performance of the UAV remain consistent unless the logic bomb trigger condition is
reached. It is extremely important to have flight handling characteristics remain the
same due to the fact that log files from different runs are utilized to create a confidence
interval of the expected UAV location throughout the duration of the flight.
The final factor in this experiment is the logic bomb trigger condition. The logic
bomb payload remains the same throughout each mission and only the trigger condi-
tion is varied. Changes in the trigger condition are necessary to ensure that the UAV
flight path intersects the logic bomb trigger area for each flight path. Additionally,
having the trigger location change facilitates in the creation of a robust detection
methodology.
3.4.6 Workload
The workload for this thesis is concentrated in developing the flight profiles and
safety corridors for each mission. Creating the safety corridor consists of performing
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multiple runs of the same mission set with the same code. Developing an accurate
safety corridor is critical to accurately diagnosing the presence of logic bombs. This
portion of the experiment is the most computationally expensive as completing the
mission runs takes time depending on how complicated the mission is. The ArduPilot
SITL simulation software is able to speed up runs but the amount of speedup is limited
by the hardware that is running the simulation software.
3.4.7 Experimental Design
The experimental design for this thesis closely resembles the goals discussed at the
beginning of Chapter III. Simulator setup has already been described previously in
Section 3.4. With this goal accomplished, the next step is to create a series of varied
test missions.
Before creation of the test missions is discussed, it is important to first discuss the
process that is utilized to create both the safety corridor as well as logic bomb trigger
determination. When determining the number of runs that must be completed to
develop the safety corridor, the variation of GPS locations between runs are examined.
The amount of variation between each run is a key factor in determining the runs
required to develop a comprehensive safety corridor. A number of runs must be
completed with differing conditions as previously mentioned such as wind in the
simulation. Wind values that increase the typical variation from the planned profile
require more runs to ensure that we can safely determine what the largest expected
variation from a mission profile can be. Determining the outside range is critical in
developing a logic bomb detection methodology to reduce the number of false positives
and to give the most accurate values to test against. 10 runs is the minimum number
of runs that are accomplished for each mission to create the safety corridor. For high
levels of variation found by the analysis script, more missions are to be completed to
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ensure that the best flight profile is generated.
Determination of the logic bomb trigger event is based off of two factors: MAVProxy
console output and .kmz file analysis. If 10 runs are successfully completed, an anal-
ysis script is utilized to create a safety corridor for UAV operation on the flight. This
safety corridor is an area of operation in which the UAV is expected to behave nor-
mally with a 95% degree of confidence. If the range of the safety corridor at any
point along the flight path is large (greater than 1 meter), further analysis must be
completed on this area, known as exhaustive search. The exhaustive search simply
means that the area must be completely flown to a resolution of 1 meter. A 1 me-
ter resolution is chosen as it is the greatest level of accuracy typically afforded to
small UAVs that run the ArduPilot autopilot code due to GPS sensor limitations.
If the range of the safety corridor is less than 1 meter, a good safety corridor has
been created. The creation of the test missions are described further in the following
sections.
3.4.8 Test Mission Creation
These flight paths are created in the Mission Planner software. For this thesis,
4 missions have been created with each offering a different challenge in logic bomb
detection. Detecting a logic bomb trigger for a simple transit mission is easier than
detecting a logic bomb that has been triggered in a surveillance mission as the latter
flight path has more variability. Detection of logic bombs grows more difficult as the
flight paths have more variation.
Before the flight paths are created, it is important to first think about what kind
of log data is relevant to determine if the UAV is operating with clean or malicious
software. For this thesis, the GPS coordinate log files are the log files of interest
but the log files of interest can be changed or added. As the UAV travels between
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waypoints, the UAV continually transmits GPS location information to the ground
station software, in this case, MAVProxy. The goal when creating the safety corridor
is to determine what the usual variation in GPS locations traveled is for each exper-
imental run with the clean UAV build. Knowing what the usual variation for GPS
locations from the predefined flight path makes it possible to determine if a deviation
larger than normal from the predefined flight path has occurred.
It is also important to consider that environmental factors such as wind in the
simulation software can create deviations larger than normal from predefined flight
paths. These variations occur in a variety of parameters such as speed, heading,
yaw rate, GPS coordinate location, etc. As previously stated, this experiment is
going to be closely examining GPS coordinate locations. There is the potential for
environmental factors to create large deviations from the predefined flight path. The
amount of deviation that occurs from the environmental factors found within the
simulator are discussed further in Chapter IV
Another factor to consider is that maneuvers performed during the course of the
missions can also increase the deviations in the flight path. Performing a mission such
as automated surveying can create deviations larger than a simple transit mission
due to the nature of flying that is required for this type of mission and the terrain
that is being surveyed. This is important to consider as well because increasing the
baseline variation values reduces accuracy of the detection methodology, however, this
experiment going to be searching for logic bomb(s) that often cause large variations
in GPS coordinate location. It is important to consider that a logic bomb can cause
any number of adverse behaviors but for these experiments, we focus on logic bombs
that cause adverse flight behavior.
The following 4 missions were created in Mission Planner with their corresponding
flight figures shown. These missions were designed to have increasing levels in flight
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path variation due to more complicated mission sets/scenarios that the UAVs will be
subject to.
3.4.8.1 Transit
This is the simplest flight profile utilized and consists of the UAV simply taking off,
flying to a target location, and landing. The purpose of this mission is to simulate
an adversary’s logic bomb having a trigger condition that lies on a predicted line
of travel that a UAV would potentially take. For a real-world situation, this could
simulate a military UAV transiting between bases or forward operating locations that
are well traveled. In this scenario, the UAV in question would likely be a strategic
asset traveling between operating locations with a malicious autopilot build loaded.
The malicious logic could aim to cause a loss of vehicle event by shutting down an
engine or changing data within the UAV software to cause confusion to the autopilot.
More advanced logic bombs could even potentially hijack the aircraft and bring it to
an adversary location. For a civilian application, a logic bomb could cause a delivery
UAV to be rerouted once it reaches a certain location to an adversary drop location.
In short, the effect of the logic bomb and the difficulty to notice an attack may vary
greatly.
3.4.8.2 Circle
The circle mission simulates a UAV taking off, flying a circle pattern at a prede-
fined altitude, and returning to the takeoff location to land. Again, this mission can
simulate various real-world applications such as surveying a given area, or perform-
ing a holding pattern while waiting for further instructions from the ground station.
This mission is slightly more complicated than the transit mission with the addition
of turns throughout the course of the flight path. It is hypothesized that the addition
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of turns will create an added element of variation across the runs of this flight path.
3.4.8.3 Spline Circle
The spline circle mission simulates a UAV taking off, flying a climbing circle
pattern, and landing. This mission can simulate a UAV simply climbing to a specified
altitude and standing by for further instructions from the ground station, performing
reconnaissance for military applications, or performing some kind of monitoring in a
specific location. If an adversary knows potential locations in which these operations
would likely be conducted, logic bombs with trigger conditions correlating to these
GPS locations can be triggered and cause adverse flight behavior. Further room for
deviation is introduced from the mission type due to the climbing flight path and
a circular pattern. With turning and altitude deviations, it is unlikely that these
behaviors are always consistent, adding variability to flight path deviation.
3.4.8.4 Survey
The final mission type that is being utilized is the survey. A survey mission
consists of a UAV that has a flight path defined by a polygon. Within the polygon,
the UAV performs a flight path that traverses the entire area with a predefined
separation distance. For example, within a square, the UAV may complete paths
along the length of entire length of the square at a 1 meter separation distance until
the entirety of the square has been traversed. This mission type in MAVProxy is
utilized to simulate a grid of waypoints during which a camera is utilized to survey the
area. The increasing number of waypoints adds an increased potential to deviate from
the predefined flight path. This mission type could potentially be utilized for civilian
and military applications such as infrastructure monitoring, forest fire monitoring,
and intelligence gathering to name a few. This is similar to the circle mission sets
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in the sense that an adversary will likely have a good idea of locations of interest to
facilitate the creation of a trigger condition for the logic bomb.
3.4.9 Create Effective Logic Bomb and Implement Into Autopilot Soft-
ware
With the simulation configuration completed and test mission flight paths created,
the next step is to create a logic bomb that will be triggered at some point on each
mission. The logic bomb(s) utilized in this experiment have simple triggers and have
devastating affects to the UAV once triggered such as an engine failure. The goal of
the logic bomb in this project is to create a piece of malware that is easily detectable
at first so the proof of concept for this methodology can be established.
The logic bombs created in this experiment are located within the ArduPilot
autopilot source code. These implanted logic bombs trigger on flight parameter(s)
that are stored and constantly updated throughout the course of the UAV flight. The
logic bomb triggers can be a specific point, altitude or any other parameter tracked
by the autopilot. With the trigger condition reached, the code branches to a new
location and affects engine operations which create a noticeable effect on UAV flight
path.
3.4.10 Create Analysis Script for Safety Corridor Generation
The purpose of this goal is to create software that parses the log files downloaded
from MAVProxy after a mission is executed by the UAV. From the log files, GPS
location logs need to be parsed out so a profile is built for what an expected run of
each mission looks like. These data points are grouped by their waypoint so that
the most accurate profile is developed for each mission set. For example, the GPS
transmissions between the starting location and waypoint 1 are grouped together in
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a list data structure and then the GPS transmissions from waypoint 1 to waypoint
2 are grouped together in another index in the data structure and so on. With the
information within these groupings, an accurate representation of the mission flight
profile can be generated.
A python analysis script is created that parses through log file entries across
multiple mission runs. This analysis script only picks out the log file entries of interest.
In the case of this research, the entries of interest are those that are the GPS location
and waypoint log entries. With the relevant log entries parsed out, the analysis script
creates a confidence interval across the entire length of the flight path. This confidence
interval represents the expected area that the UAV is supposed to operate within, or
safety corridor, to the degree of confidence desired by the user or tester.
With the safety corridor generated, it can then be determined if an exhaustive
search is required for any area along the length of the flight path. If there is an area
that has a confidence interval with a range larger than 1 meter, an exhaustive search
must be performed within that area. The distance of 1 meter was chosen based on
the technical specifications of common GPS tracking devices found in UAVs.
3.4.11 Run and Evaluate Test Missions
The goal for this portion of the experiment is to run the malicious ArduPilot build
and then run the analysis script to gather the relevant information from the flight
path. For each mission run with the logic bomb, trigger conditions must be changed
but payload of the logic bomb remains the same. Test missions are first run a series
of 10 times with the logic bomb present on the autopilot code but with a trigger
condition located outside of the UAV operating area. After completion of the 10
runs, the analysis script is run for each mission type. The safety corridor is generated
and output by the analysis script, defining safe operating areas for the UAV.
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With safety corridors generated, the test missions are then run with the logic
bomb trigger condition set to some point along the flight path. At this point, the
goal is to determine if the logic bomb trigger can be observed. Upon logic bomb
trigger event, it is expected that a loss of power event is flagged in the MAVProxy
console, indicating that the quadcopter motors are no longer receiving inputs from
the autopilot. This is by design and is a clear indication that the logic bomb has
been triggered. The second determination is the .kmz file analysis. A .kmz file is file
type that is used to visually display the GPS log entries. Logic bomb trigger events
in the .kmz file correspond to a clear loss of control and altitude loss. This event is
very distinct and is demonstrated in Chapter IV.
Through these two separate tests, it is demonstrated that the methodology is
equipped to both identify a logic bomb trigger event condition as well as create a safety
corridor for flight operations if a trigger event is not detected. By this process, UAV
users are empowered with a tool that allows them to preflight their UAV missions.
Users are able to operate them with a high certainty of normal operation and trust
their devices to carry out the critical tasks that UAVs are now being relied upon to
carry out. The key development from SLIVer is that it affords users an alternative to
brute force testing an entire area of operation for the assurance of safe operation.
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IV. Results and Analysis
A series of tests were performed using the previously described software suite to
evaluate the effectiveness of SLIVer. Using the research questions from Section 1.3 as
guidance for experimental design, a series of experiments were developed as outlined
in Chapter III and the results of which are analyzed in Chapter IV. Additionally, this
chapter evaluates the limitations of the simulation software through experimentation,
such as the introduction of wind and its effect on experimental data.
4.1 Assumptions
During the course of this experiment, a number of assumptions have been made
in order to accurately evaluate SLIVer and simplify experimental design. These as-
sumptions are listed below.
1. All flight control boards/UAVs will operate in a nearly identical manner with
the modified ArduPilot autopilot code
At this time, the ArduPilot SITL simulator cannot use the ArduCopter code
base to simulate the different possible flight control boards. It is assumed that
the autopilot code performs similarly on different flight control boards. Addi-
tionally, it isn’t possible to simulate different quadcopter chassis at this time. It
is apparent that some performance characteristics will vary with different com-
binations of copter chassis and flight control boards. However, it is assumed
that the autopilot code will still function relatively the same when performing
the simple maneuvers required during experimental missions.
2. The simulation software accurately represents UAV flight characteristics and
location information
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When conducting simulation-based testing, it is necessary to assume that the
product that is being utilized as a testbed reliably produces results similar to
the expected real-world counterpart. Given the credentials and accolades of the
ArduPilot product, it is assumed that the simulation software being utilized
accurately represents quadcopter flight characteristics to a passable degree.
3. The autopilot contains no other malicious code that would affect performance
other than the code modifications introduced in the experiment
Given that no other documented cases of implanted logic bomb UAV autopilot
code has been published in the public domain, the assumption is made that the
current autopilot build utilized is free of malicious logic.
4. Log files received from the UAV are accurate and not modified
The use of log files is essential to properly implement SLIVer. An attack that
tampers with log files would require a different approach.
5. UAV has unlimited battery life
Some of the mission sets, the survey mission in particular, potentially last longer
the typical endurance of a small UAV. SLIVer is designed with the hope that this
process can be scaled to devices with more functionality and higher performance.
Since ArduPilot doesn’t have the capability for HITL simulation, it is assumed
that the UAV utilized in the experiments isn’t constrained by battery capacity.
This also serves to focus the methodology on logic bomb detection rather than
UAV capabilities as well as to provide more inputs into the UAV in one test
flight.
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4.2 Logic Bomb/Simulation Representation
The first step to validate SLIVer was to create a logic bomb for the ArduPilot
autopilot software. The authors of [8] point out that there are various documented
vulnerabilities for UAVs. These attacks include GPS spoofing attacks, standard WiFi-
based attacks, jamming attacks and Trojan horse attacks. This research addresses a
specific Trojan horse attack that is identified in the ”hardware” section of Figure 16.
The authors of [8] point out that there is the potential for UAV hardware to have
hidden malicious code upon delivery to the customer; a logic bomb.
Figure 16: UAV Security Architecture [8]
Introduction of such malicious code can occur at various points in the software
supply chain. At the time of this research, there is no proposed methodology for
validating that UAV autopilot code is free of logic bombs prior to customer use.
Additionally, there are no known documented logic bombs that affect ArduPilot’s
autopilot code which drove us to create our own logic bomb detection methodology.
When designing the logic bomb, there were various sections of code identified as
vulnerable to alterations resulting in dramatic effect in flight performance of the UAV.
After examination, code injection into the ArduCopter.cpp file was determined to be
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the simplest place to introduce the logic bomb. The created logic bomb targets the
function that updates information to the quadcopter servo motors. In the absence of
the trigger condition, the UAV will operate normally and continually send information
to the motors. Upon reaching the trigger condition, the autopilot code no longer sends
control information to the motors, resulting in a loss of thrust to all motors and a
loss of aircraft event.
The first step was to create a flag condition so the autopilot code could be complied
with and without the logic bomb activated. The APM Config.h file was found to be
the best place to perform this task. In line 49 of the file, a new #define entry was
added as shown in Figure 17.
Figure 17: Modification to the APM Config.h File
This #define statement is “ENABLED” when the logic bomb portion is to be
implemented in the desktop executable and “DISABLED” otherwise. The purpose
of this functionality is so the same code base can be compiled with and without the
logic bomb active for testing purposes.
The next step for the logic bomb implementation was to add the malicious code to
the ArduCopter.cpp file. This exploit was loaded into the Main Loop code body which
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operates at 400Hz. The function that was targeted was the motors update() function
which sends motor control information to the motor servos. This code modification
is shown in Figure 18.
Figure 18: Insertion of Logic Bomb Code
The if statement shown on line 241 lists the trigger conditions for the logic bomb
activation. Upon activation, the motors output() function is no longer called. The
value for latitude and longitude are stored within the current loc object. To gain
access to these objects, modifications were made within the Copter.h file. ArduCopter
was made a friend class to gain access to the current loc object parameters. This
modification was made in line 196 of the Copter.h file as shown in Figure 19. This
condition is based upon the #define condition that was created to ensure that the
code operates normally when the LOGIC BOMB flag is in the DISABLED state.
The latitude and longitude values are stored as 32 bit, fixed length integers. En-
tering the latitude and longitude coordinates is completed by inputting the decimal
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Figure 19: Addition of Friend Class
degrees format of the location without the decimal point. Altitude is stored in the
same object parameter but requires the use of the get alt cm() function to get the
value. Getting the altitude is achieved by using the following line of code:
current loc.get alt cm(current loc.AltFrame::ABOVE ORIGIN, aboveOriginAlt). This
function gives the coder the option to select if you want the absolute altitude value,
above origin altitude, or the relative altitude. For this research, the above origin
altitude was utilized and the value is returned in centimeters. This value is then
input into the same if statement along with latitude and longitude values to create a
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trigger condition that is also based on altitude. Using these parameters and targeting
the motors update() function creates a logic bomb that prevents the motors from
operating once a certain trigger condition is reached.
4.3 Analysis Script
Analysis code was developed in Python to perform log parsing and safety corridor
generation on the log files gathered from mission runs to aid in finding safe UAV
operating areas. Safety corridor generation is accomplished by creating a confidence
interval across each and every log entry across multiple runs. At this time, the analysis
tool is only concerned with log entries that are relevant to the UAV GPS location and
waypoint information as the developed logic bomb affects the attitude, and therefore
the position, of the UAV.
4.3.1 Conversion from .bin to .log
The analysis tool accepts log files that are in the .log format while the standard
format of the log files from MAVProxy are in the .bin format. The binary log files
are converted to the .log format in the Mission Planner application. This step is
completed by selecting the flight plan tab at the top and selecting the “Convert .Bin
to .Log” option under the “DataFlash Logs” tab at the bottom of the window. The
step for the file conversion is illustrated in Figure 20.
Upon selection of the “Convert .Bin to .Log” button, a navigation GUI is opened
and the file to be converted is selected. The converted files must then be moved to
the same directory as the analysis script.
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Figure 20: Conversion From Binary to .log Format
4.3.2 Selecting Files
The analysis tool is configured to search for the converted log files in the same
directory of the analysis script and follows a specific naming convention. The naming
convention is prefixed by the mission type and followed by a number. For example:
“transit01”, “transit02”, “circle04”, “spline01”. The naming convention is utilized so
that when the mission type is input into the analysis tool, the tool is able to discern
which log files are selected for analysis. Figure 21 shows the prompt for the mission
selection from the analysis tool.
Note that the tool expects log files to be named in sequential order.
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Figure 21: Analysis Tool Mission Select
4.3.3 Parsing Log Entries
The logic bomb that was created for this experiment affects the location of the
UAV during flight operations. Due to location information being affected, the GPS
and CMD log entries are parsed from the log entry to be used to determine waypoint
information and GPS position entries. Figure 22 shows the waypoint log entries in the
log file and Figure 23 shows an example GPS log file entry. The entry type is denoted
by the first 3 letters present in the entry. For this experiment, we are concerned with
GPS and CMD entries. The 11th, 12th, and 13th fields represent latitude, longitude
and altitude.
Figure 22: Waypoint Log Entries
The log entries are then programmatically grouped together into two list data
structures. These two lists are then utilized throughout the course of the program to
further group the entries by run, waypoints and then each waypoint’s individual log
entry. The end result is one large list that stores the contents of each run, organized
by waypoint which easily allows for the creation of a confidence interval for every
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Figure 23: GPS Log Entry
log entry across multiple runs. Figure 24 shows a simple program flow diagram that
represents the analysis tool data organization.
Figure 24: Analysis Tool Data Organization
The data is organized into one large list named “runHolder”. This list is then
passed to the ConfidenceInterval.py helper class which performs the confidence inter-
val generation across the log entries.
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4.3.4 Confidence Interval Generation
ConfidenceInterval.py has the ability to generate confidence intervals where the
sample size is both greater than and less than 30. For this experiment, the maxi-
mum sample size utilized (runs) was 10 and a two-tailed 95% confidence interval was
generated. The confidence interval was generated using the following equation:
95% confidence interval = x̄± t(ρ/
√
n) where n = the number of entries (1)
The log entry files are parsed so that, for each run, the number of entries between
two specific waypoints is the same. For example, the transit from waypoint 1 to
waypoint 2 should have the same number of entries for each run prior to finding the
confidence intervals on the position metrics. This is accomplished by simply removing,
at most, the final two entries for a run for a given waypoint. Nearly all runs had the
same number of entries for each waypoint ± 1-2 entries. As a result, it was decided to
simply remove one or two entries to create a confidence interval for every log entry to
increase resolution of the UAV flight profile and to develop a finer confidence interval.
4.4 ArduPilot SITL Settings
There are two primary parameters that were experimented with while performing
the test flight paths: simulation speedup and wind (an experimental factor). Simu-
lation speedup was utilized during the Survey Mission type as the run time without
the aid of the speedup was approximately 40 minutes. With the aid of the speedup
feature, the resulting run time was approximately 10 minutes, despite setting the sim-
ulation speed to 10 times wall clock speed. This was due to the hardware limitations
on the machine utilized to run the experiments. The ArduPilot website doesn’t list a
maximum possible speedup time so it is unknown how far the speedup parameter can
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be tuned, but theoretically the system utilized for simulation purposes is the limiting
factor in terms of speedup potential.
Results were compared from speedup runs versus wall clock timed runs. This
experiment was performed to assure that the results obtained from speeding up the
simulation are consistent with wall clock time simulations. To validate the consis-
tency, the analysis software was executed across multiple runs of each simulation speed
test. It was found that the confidence interval generation for both sets of parameters
was consistent and the flight paths were nearly identical. As expected, the simulation
speedup had no effect on the results obtained from the simulation software. Speedup
with a a value of 10 (10 times wall clock speed) was utilized for the Survey mission
experimental runs.
Wind was investigated as an experimental factor as it can be set in the simulation
environment. It was hypothesized that this parameter would add variation in the
flight path and generate a wider confidence interval to more closely emulate real-
world conditions. With a wider confidence interval, the exhaustive search within the
confidence interval path would have to be examined as discussed in the Methodology.
However, it was found that there was almost no variation in the flight path that was
taken as a result of the wind parameter. To test this, multiple runs were performed
at wall clock time with various wind speeds. The wind speeds utilized were from 0-5
meters per second of wind speed from the 180 degree direction. There was almost no
variation in the flight path taken. Figure 25 shows the different flight paths overlaid
in Google earth using the .kmz files generated from Mission Planner after the runs.
The resulting color in the flight path occurs from the combination of the different
flight path runs overlapping one another.
As shown, there is no discernible variation in the flight path as a result of the wind
parameter. The total average range on the confidence interval created across each
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Figure 25: Flight Paths at Various Wind Speeds Overlaid
long entry across 6 runs with varying wind speed results in approximately 0.5 meters.
The average range recorded with the simulated wind effect makes little change to
the flight path and produces similar values to runs that have the wind parameter
disabled. Ideally, the simulator would have increased variation across runs to better
simulate the variability of real-life conditions.
4.5 Transit
The transit mission profile consists of takeoff, transit, and landing portions. This
flight path can simulate a number of different missions types such as the observation
of critical infrastructure entities, or moving a piece of critical hardware from one
location to another. This mission profile is the simplest of mission profiles and was
simulated with the logic bomb trigger condition along the flight path and outside of
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the flight profile area. Figure 26 shows the transit mission flight profile without the
logic bomb trigger condition within the flight profile. Figure 27 shows the flight path
with the logic bomb trigger condition area indicated by the red box.
Figure 26: Transit Mission Without Logic Bomb
Figure 27: Transit Mission With Logic Bomb
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These images are all generated by utilizing the Mission Planner .kmz file conversion
tool. The .kmz file is then uploaded into the Google Earth Pro application where the
flight path is shown and the red box for the logic bomb trigger zone is created.
Ten flights (runs) were performed with the logic bomb trigger area outside of the
designated flight path for this mission profile. This was done to have ten full runs
with which to create a confidence interval for each log entry to represent expected
flight behavior to a high degree of confidence. Another run is completed with the logic
bomb trigger condition within the flight path to demonstrate the effectiveness of the
logic bomb. With the flight profile known, it can be determined whether exhaustive
search within the confidence interval is required or not. This topic will be discussed
in greater depth later in this chapter.
Figure 28 shows the sample output from the analysis script showing the confidence
interval creation for the safety corridors for this mission set across 10 runs.
Figure 28: Sample Program Output
The flight path figures clearly indicate when a logic bomb trigger condition has
been reached. As shown in the image, when the UAV reaches the indicated trigger
condition zone, the flight path deviates from the planned course and results in a loss
of aircraft event.
Trigger event detection at this point consists of messages received from the MAVProxy
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tool and examination of the .kmz file output. A command is issued upon logic bomb
activation that a loss of power event has been detected. Additionally, readouts from
MAVProxy indicate that the logic bomb has been triggered and examination of the
.kmz file clearly indicate that the logic bomb has been triggered. This particular
logic bomb triggers a loss of thrust message in the MAVProxy command window,
indicating that the logic bomb has been triggered. By viewing the .kmz file in Google
Earth, it is easy to identify where the logic bomb was triggered as the flight path
of the UAV indicates a loss of control and a crash into the ground. At this time,
programmatically detecting the logic bomb trigger event isn’t implemented. It would
be simple to create an algorithm that detects the trigger event for a logic bomb with
an obvious and dramatic effect such as this. Simple implementation of detection algo-
rithms for logic bombs with drastic effects would very likely miss more subtle events.
For this reason, a programmatic solution hasn’t been implemented and long term,
robust programmatic detection methodology is proposed in Section 5.4.
After executing the analysis script on the 10 test mission runs, it was found that
the range on the generated confidence interval was less than 0.5 meters, indicating
that the UAV flight path across multiple runs was nearly identical. This results from
the ArduPilot SITL simulator. Efforts were made to create more variation for each
mission by introducing other parameters into the simulator but, as discussed, these
efforts didn’t add more variance to the flight path. A simulator that implemented
more advanced weather effects would be needed to cause greater variation between
runs. Because the confidence interval is less than the minimum resolution of 1 meter,




The sequence of events for the circle mission are similar to that of the transit
mission with the flight beginning with takeoff, a brief transit period to circle’s edge,
circle flight path, and finally landing. Figures 29 and 30 show this sequence of events
from different angles to clearly illustrate the flight profile. Note that Figure 29 is
the mission plan execution from the top-down view to clearly illustrate the different
phases of flight while Figure 30 right shows the flight path from the side view.
Figure 29: Circle Mission Top Down
Figure 31 shows the UAV and the logic bomb trigger condition is indicated by
the red box. When the UAV reaches the logic bomb trigger condition, there is a
clear deviation from the designated flight path shown from Figure 30. The UAV is
unable to recover from the logic bomb activation and quickly crashes into the ground
as indicated in Figure 31. This test demonstrates that the logic bomb predictably
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Figure 30: Circle Mission Side View
works on different missions sets with a newly configured trigger condition.
Figure 31: Circle Mission Logic Bomb
The circular mission area has a diameter of 100m and area of approximately
7.9km2. To reduce complexity, it is assumed to be at a single altitude. Exhaustively
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searching then at a 1m resolution would require a simulated flight distance of approx-
imately 7, 854m. By utilizing the flight path, the simulated flight distance is reduced
to 314m per run (the circumference of the circle), with the UAV passing though all
points of relevance on this mission. Using 10 runs to generate the confidence interval
increases total simulated flight distance to 3, 140m, a reduction of 60% from the total
mission area. The small variation observed between runs would have allowed fewer
runs to generate an acceptably small confidence interval in this case, but that may
not always be true.
4.7 Spline Circle
The spline circle mission is very similar to the circle mission except that multiple
laps are taken around the circle. Instead of assuming one altitude as in the last
use case, it is increased at a prescribed rate of 5 meters per lap up to an altitude
of 25 meters. An added benefit of including this mission is having the ability to
include altitude as a third parameter in the logic bomb trigger. As illustrated in the
experimental results, the UAV operates normally for multiple laps around the circle
until a combined longitude, latitude, and altitude are reached.
Figures 32 and 33 show the mission runs both with and without the logic bomb
trigger condition along the flight path. Figure 32 only shows the flight path taken as
indicated by the blue line while the yellow line indicates the GPS positional entries
on the ground level.
Unlike the circle mission that was only analyzed at one altitude, spline circle
comparison accounts for 3 dimensions. The volume of the mission area extending
from the ground to max altitude of 25m is 19.6km3. Exhaustively testing this full
volume at a 1m lat/long resolution and 5m altitude resolution (for fair comparison)
results in a simulated flight distance of 39.3km. Each run developing a confidence
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Figure 32: Spline Circle Mission
Figure 33: Spline Circle Mission With Logic Bomb
interval requires only 1.57m, or a total of roughly 15.7km for 10 runs. As in the last
case, this reduces the simulated flight time significantly by 60%.
4.8 Free Area Survey
The survey mission is relatively close to a brute force detection methodology
approach but can still provide a significant benefit over simply brute forcing an entire
area of operation when used in conjunction with the reduction techniques described
in the other cases. A safety corridor is generated only during the transit, takeoff,
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and landing portions of the mission. When the UAV reaches its intended “free”
search area, the flight path calls for a sweeping pattern, with distances of 1 meter
between sweep, of a very specific area of operation at a given altitude. Utilizing
this technique, all theoretical coordinate information that could potentially activate
a logic bomb within that area will be input, allowing for dynamic flying within an
area during the real world mission. Figure 34 shows the survey flight path, indicated
by the yellow lines. This figure was captured in the mission planner window to better
illustrate the flight path.
Figure 34: Overview of Survey Mission in Mission Planner Software
Shown in Figure 35 is the survey mission path with with the logic bomb set to
have the trigger condition intercept the survey mission plan and the resulting UAV
flight path as the logic bomb is activated.
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Figure 35: Survey Mission With Logic Bomb
The survey area of operation in this flight path is 188, 000m3. An area of this size
leaves a huge number of inputs that must be validated. However, when compared to
what the total operation area is including take-off and transit, the ability to define the
total input space to a very small location is extremely beneficial. For example, instead
of having to account for all inputs within a given country or township, the technique
allows for the input space to be defined only to a given surveillance area. The benefit
of performing this test is that it allows planners to operate a UAV dynamically in a
given area without fear of potential malicious logic waiting to be activated while still
drastically reducing the search space of brute forcing a large area of operation.
4.9 Exhaustive Search
The final portion of this methodology is the exhaustive search. The exhaustive
search technique comes into play when a “large” safety corridor, or a safety corridor
with a range greater than 1 meter, is generated for a given portion of the flight path.
When this situation occurs, the operating area for a UAV during a given segment
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of the mission is too large to be validated from simply running the mission plan.
The flight path cannot be validated because the assumption that GPS navigational
equipment on UAVs is accurate to 1 meter, meaning that UAV logic bomb trigger
conditions will be based on a 1 meter increment. To validate the flight path, an
exhaustive search pattern is conducted within the segments where the confidence
interval is large. This technique validates all potential inputs that the UAV would
experience during a given mission.
The exhaustive search pattern is very similar to that of the free area survey con-
ducted in the previous experimental test. Paths with 1 meter of separation are created
within the segments of the mission where the safety corridor is large. This technique
covers all area within the within the safety corridor within the accuracy range of nav-
igational equipment on the UAV. Implementing targeted use of this technique still
greatly reduces the search space relative to the UAV area of operation while validating
that the UAV will behave normally during a given mission set.
To illustrate the importance of segmenting the flight and only using the exhaustive
search when necessary, assume a 1 kilometer by 1 kilometer area with an operating
ceiling of 25 meters. In this scenario, the UAV is assigned to traverse from one end
of the are to the other end of the area on a transit mission. Figure 36 shows the
simulated mission bordered by the blue line with red filling to indicated the area.
The white line indicates the 1 kilometer transit path.
Figure 36: Simulated Mission Area
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Using exhaustive search, the volume of the mission area is the input space, totaling
to 2.57m3. To perform exhaustive search within this region, all potential points within
the region must be input to a resolution of 1 meter. This is accomplished by the UAV
traversing through the entire area at a resolution of 1 meter with 25 passes at different
altitudes. In other words, the entire red area from Figure 36 must be traversed to a
resolution of 1 meter. The resulting flight path equates to the volume of the region
or 2.57 meters. On the other hand, performing a linear search by utilizing a flight
path with takeoff, transit and landing phases, with a distance of 1km, the required
distance to be searched is 1050km, with the 50km coming from the takeoff and landing
portions. The takeoff and landing portions are accounted for as the UAV performs
takeoff and landing in a singular spot for a distance of 25 meters (the mission altitude)
but these flight portions are accounted for as inputs into the system. Performing the
exhaustive search is necessary at times but is to be performed only when a defined
safety corridor must be validated.
The exhaustive search technique hasn’t yet been implemented because the devi-
ations in flight paths over the course of multiple runs don’t warrant the use of this
technique. In all observed test missions, the safety corridors that are generated are
smaller than 1 meter. Performing exhaustive search sequences on areas of this size is
likely to simply duplicate inputs and reduce the efficiency of the detection method-
ology. More importantly however, is the fact that navigational equipment present on
many small UAVs is unable to accurately determine position at such high fidelity,
making it unlikely for adversaries to create triggers so precise. With the current state
of the simulation software, it is unnecessary to perform the exhaustive search at this
time until simulation tools create an environment where mission runs have variance
levels similar to that of the real-world environment.
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4.10 Takeaway
SLIVer greatly reduces the potential input space when searching for logic bombs
within UAV autopilot code. Using the flight path as a baseline for the input search
space allows for a drastic reduction in the potential inputs experienced throughout the
course of a mission. Additionally, the analysis software provides the ability to generate
a safety corridor encompassing coordinates that the UAV is likely to travel through.
Using this safety corridor, more refined searches can be made along the flight path,
almost guaranteeing that the UAV autopilot software will not experience different
inputs during actual mission execution from simulated mission runs. By receiving
all potential inputs throughout the course of simulated missions and observing UAV
behavior, planners have the ability to ensure reliable UAV operation on a wide range
of missions.
Perhaps the biggest strength of this methodology is that no access to UAV autopi-
lot source code is required. Without access to the source code, the previous option
to validating UAV autopilot code is brute force input testing. This methodology
provides a means to search for logic bombs on a given flight plan through simulation-
based testing and not only validates the flight path, but also the other potential areas




The purpose of this Chapter is to summarize the research that has been con-
ducted regarding logic bomb detection in UAVs and the subsequent creation of
SLIVer. Through the course of the research, multiple UAV simulation, planning,
and command-and-control tools are utilized in addition to the development of logic
bomb code, and log file analysis code. The chapter ends by discussing future works
projects that would be of great benefit if added to this methodology. These future
work projects each add a degree of robustness to the framework proposed to create
an encompassing logic bomb detection methodology for UAV autopilot code.
5.2 Summary
The research conducted has the overall goal of detecting the presence of logic
bombs within UAV autopilot code. This research identifies the unique challenge of
identifying logic bombs within a body of code, further amplified by the assumed
condition that there is zero access to the UAV autopilot code. The zero access to
source code condition levied upon this research is essential as it more accurately
mirrors real-world detection scenarios due to the fact that it is unlikely that a user or
planner has access to proprietary source code. This work also creates the first logic
bomb for UAV autopilot code. While the logic bomb is very simple, the development
of such code was necessary to accurately create the condition that this research seeks
to identify. Finally, this research creates a log file analysis script that is utilized
to parse the log files gathered from UAV missions to create exhaustive search space
regions if necessary. SLIVer is the culmination of these creations and discoveries.
Identification of logic bombs in UAV systems is difficult due to the countless
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number of potential inputs that can be associated with a large variety of parameters.
The key development from this research is the development of a methodology that
circumvents this issue. This methodology utilizes UAV flight profiles for a given
mission to narrow the potential input space for logic bomb conditions. While running
unverified autopilot code through simulation tool, the potential inputs are limited to
just the values and combination of values that would be reasonably expected to be
encountered throughout the course of a particular flight path. This method creates a
manageable search space for logic bomb trigger conditions that can then be identified
through the simulator and from log file examination. Additionally, this methodology
proposes a technique to exhaustively search areas that have been identified by analysis
code to have large degree of variance. With the aid of the simulation speedup feature,
the flight path is able to be validated as “safe” in a much shorter amount of time
than the actual time required to perform the mission. Furthermore, the methodology
that has been proposed has no reliance on access to the technical details of the UAV
or any UAV code.
Another key aspect of this research is the development of the first-known logic
bomb that specifically targets UAV autopilot code. While the logic bomb can be
considered simple, it demonstrates that UAVs are susceptible to malicious code that
relies on a positional trigger condition. As demonstrated in the background section,
this type of attack is a viable threat as various United States Government departments
have been targeted and exploited from commercially procured GCS software with
embedded malicious logic. Therefore, it is imperative that a methodology such as
this is utilized to validate UAVs prior to flying missions of critical importance.
An analysis script was developed to parse the UAV log file entries into a man-
ageable format to perform analysis on positional information. While the script is
only examining latitude, longitude, and altitude values at this time, it can be fur-
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ther configured to examine various different parameter data collected by the UAV
throughout the course of the flight. The analysis script goes through each positional
log file and creates a confidence interval on each parameter across each entry for
multiple runs. This process creates a confidence interval within which the UAV is
expected to fly within each and every run of the given mission. With this confidence
interval, if the range is less than 1 meter, no exhaustive search of this area needs to
be conducted due to the accuracy level of GPS devices compatible with small UAVs.
For confidence intervals that span larger than 1 meter, an exhaustive search will need
to be performed with a resolution of 1 meter to ensure that all reasonably expected
input combinations are experienced by the UAV. Through this technique, the flight
path can be validated and it can be determined to a high degree of confidence that
the UAV will operate reliably throughout the course of the mission. This technique
greatly reduces the amount of inputs of the mission profile to just the locations that
the UAV will traverse through on the course of the mission, or in the worst case,
exhaustive searches on portions where a high degree of variance is experienced across
runs.
5.3 Research Contributions
This work makes multiple contributions towards the goal of detecting logic bombs
in UAV autopilot software and to the security of UAVs. A novel methodology is
proposed that reduces the potential input space of values that need to be tested to
detect the possible input combinations for a logic bomb trigger, circumventing the
primary hurdle of logic bomb detection methodologies; search space. Primarily, this
research illustrates how the ArduPilot SITL software can be repurposed to create a
methodology to validate flight paths and, with the aid of analysis code, detect a logic
bomb trigger event. While it is unlikely that this suite of tools would be utilized
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for commercial or government entity-grade UAVs, this research shows a clear path
forward in developing a methodology for detecting logic bombs within UAV software.
This research also created a logic bomb specifically designed to target UAV au-
topilot code. At this time, we have been unable to find any other research or example
of a logic bomb that targets UAV autopilot code. While logic bombs that would be
implemented in a real-world scenario may be more advanced, the logic bomb devel-
oped demonstrates a proof of concept and has provided a starting point from which
more advanced logic bombs can be created to further test the methodology. The
method by which the logic bomb utilized in this research was created can easily be
repurposed to look at any number of parameters that are tracked by the UAV during
the course of the flight. By creating a logic bomb and proving its effectiveness, the
threat of such an attack is validated as an area where further attention is required by
users and developers.
Creation of a log file analysis script was accomplished during the course of this
research. This script is a key component of this methodology and serves as a starting
point towards the development of a robust logic bomb detection methodology for
UAV autopilot code. With the addition of more parameters to be examined as well
as more advanced analysis techniques on the log files such as machine learning, the
analysis script has the potential to detect both nuanced and obvious logic bomb
trigger conditions upon completion of simulation runs.
5.4 Future Work
The biggest addition to this research would be to increase the number of parame-
ters that are examined by the analysis scripts code. For example, camera parameters
could be measured throughout the course of flight paths to search for strange activity
in the camera as the UAV progresses through the mission or the possibility that the
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camera could be used to trigger a logic bomb. Increasing the number of parameters
that are examined by the analysis software introduces the possibility of finding a
wider variety of logic bombs. It is unlikely that all logic bombs deployed on UAV
autopilot code would target only the UAV position/flight attitude. SLIVer can be
applied to other parameters to find a wider variety of logic bombs and/or malware.
Another area for future work would be to develop more logic bombs for the ArduPi-
lot autopilot software. Using additional exploits and performing more runs would cre-
ate a database for normal UAV operation and compromised UAV operation. Utilizing
these libraries of data, machine learning algorithms could potentially be implemented
to automate and increase sensitivity of logic bomb trigger event detection. The devel-
opment and implementation of machine learning algorithms for logic bomb detection
would greatly increase the robustness and the validity of this methodology for real-
world critical infrastructure applications due to the enhanced ability to detect a wider
range of logic bomb trigger events.
Another potential future addition to SLIVer is the development of a exhaustive
search algorithm within the Mission Planner software. This exhaustive search algo-
rithm would add additional waypoints along the flight path to perform the exhaustive
search on areas where confidence intervals are greater than 1 meter (or any prede-
fined level of precision). Automating this part of the methodology greatly increases
robustness of the methodology in addition to reducing the time to manually create
flight paths that perform the exhaustive search.
One final future work project that would provide great benefit to this effort is an
automated rerouting algorithm that creates a new flight path for the mission once a
logic bomb trigger event is detected. This solution would allow compromised devices
to operate despite having a logic bomb lurking within the code. While rerouting the
mission profile isn’t ideal, it allows for continued operation if the situation calls for
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it.
It is envisioned that the addition each of these future works contributions would
give this methodology the potential to be extremely robust at detecting logic bombs
before they are activated in real-world operations while also providing flight path
solutions. Utilization of SLIVer with the additional future works ideas would create a
full suite of anti-logic bomb tools that can be utilized before mission runs to validate
the flight path and ensure optimal operation throughout. The addition of these future
projects would result in a methodology that can be utilized by UAV users to validate
their mission plan before takeoff and provide far greatly security for their devices.
5.5 Conclusion
As UAVs continue to become more important parts of society, the requirement for
UAV autopilot code validation is essential. Discussed in Chapter II are examples of
how UAV code sold by corporations has already been found to have malicious code
hidden within the software. Therefore, it is essential that users and planners have the
tools necessary to validate their aircraft. It is unlikely that users will ever be guaran-
teed access to proprietary source code, as such, there is a distinct requirement for a
logic bomb detection methodology that doesn’t require the source code to function.
SLIVer requires no source code by greatly reducing the potential input space that a
UAV is likely to encounter on a given mission providing a far better solution that
the current best logic bomb detection technique for UAV autopilot code, brute force.
The SLIVer techniques gives users and planners a capability they previously weren’t
afforded: a reliable logic bomb detection and flight path validation technique.
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from WaypointParameter import WaypointParameter
from ConfidenceInterval import ConfidenceInterval








BASELINE = False #Variable to flag whether or not we are gathering data for baseline
flight path or not.
WPs, GPs, ways = [], [], []
waypointGrouper = [[]] # Stores the gps locations of each waypoint.
nameSuffix = 1
namePrefix = ""




userInput = input("Select Mission Type 1-4 (Transit, circle, spline circle, Survey). ")
if userInput == "1":
return "transit"
elif userInput == "2":
return "circle"
elif userInput == "3":
return "splineCircle"
elif userInput == "4":
return "survey"





relevantDataWPs, relevantDataGPS, waypoints = [], [], []
firstTime = None
#Open and parse the file
try:
with open(namePrefix + str(nameSuffix).zfill(2) + ".log") as file:
#with open(’newestLog.log’) as file:
line = file.read().splitlines()
line = [line[x] for x in range(1, len(line), 1)]
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#Scan for the key words that we need
for x in range(len(line)):
tmp = line[x][0] + line[x][1] + line[x][2]
if tmp == ’GPS’:
relevantDataGPS.append(line[x])
if tmp == ’CMD’:
tmpParse = line[x].split(",")
if firstTime == None:
firstTime = tmpParse[TIMELOC].strip() #This gets the value for the time.
waypoints.append(line[x]) # Add the first value to the waypoints array





return None, None, None
return relevantDataWPs, relevantDataGPS, waypoints
def writeToFile(relevantDataWPs, relevantDataGPS, waypoints, namePrefix, nameSuffix):
with open (’short’ + namePrefix + str(nameSuffix).zfill(2) + ’.log’, ’w+’) as file:
#with open (’newShortLog.log’, ’w+’) as file:





file.write("Below are the waypoints. \n");




file.write("Below are the waypoint locations reached by UAV" + "\n")
#Waypoint information written into log as follows:
#These waypoints are sent to the device all at once, indicated by the time stamp.
They are then sent again once reached, as noted by time
#Follow the following format: MSG Type, Time, # Total waypoints, Waypoint #, Unknown,
Unknown, Unknown, Unknown, Unknown, Lat, Long, Alt, Unknown.




file.write("Below are the GPS coords paired in respective waypoints" + "\n")
def minMaxUpdate(relevantDataWPs, relevantDataGPS, waypoints, namePrefix,
nameSuffix):
#This function needs log files that have completed all the waypoints
or an error is thrown.
waypointTracker = 0
waypointLocations = [[] for i in range(len(waypoints))] #Needs to be this size to
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contain all WP information.
for x in range(len(relevantDataGPS)):











numberOfFiles = len(fnmatch.filter(os.listdir(), namePrefix + ’*’ + ".log"))
#This creates a file string like file01.txt. This will have to be changed based on
formatting but we know how to zero pad here now.
#print(namePrefix + str(nameSuffix).zfill(2) + ".txt")
#print(len(fnmatch.filter(os.listdir(), namePrefix + ’??’ + ".log")))






# This function is utilized to characterize a tested flight profile.
This will gather the minimum and maximum values from a flight path
and it stores them in the parameterHolder object as a WaypointParameter
object. The WaypointParameter object simply stores the mins and













for x in range(len(wpLocs)):
parameterHolder = []
for i in range(len(wpLocs[x])):






















altSum, latSum, lngSum = 0, 0, 0
# Reset values for new waypoint. Need to send out the waypointParameters and









# for i in range (len(minMaxes[4])):
# print("Waypoint: ", i)
# minMaxes[4][i].printFunction()
def findCI(wpLocs):
#From the wpLocs file, we gather just the alts, lats and longs.
We perform mean and std deviation on these parameters.
The results of these calculations are then passed into the a confidenceInterval
object. The confidence interval object stores data about a specific
confidence interval for one waypoint. These waypoint confidence intervals
are stored in the confInt object and this object can be compared to a baseline
flight profile. The baseline flight profile will have the minimums and
maximums compared to the confidence interval that has been created.
sampleAlts = [[] for i in range(len(wpLocs[0]))]
sampleLats = [[] for i in range(len(wpLocs[0]))]
sampleLngs = [[] for i in range(len(wpLocs[0]))]
confInt = []
for x in range(len(wpLocs)):
for i in range(len(wpLocs[x])):














[altSampleStdev, latSampleStdev, lngSampleStdev], len(sampleAlts[i])+1))
def tFindCI(wpLocs):
confInt = [[] for i in range(len(wpLocs[0]))] #Array that is 7 long
for each waypoint.
for i in range(1, len(wpLocs[0])): # Leaving out takeoff for now.

















lngSampleMean], [altSampleStdev, latSampleStdev, lngSampleStdev], x+1))
def compareFlightProfiles(baselineCI, testProfile):
if (len(baselineCI) != len(testPofile)):
print("Flight profiles don’t contain the same number of waypoints.")
else:





for i in range(1, len(wpLocs[0])): # This ignores takeoff sequence for entry mins
and gathers number of entries in each waypoint.
entryMins.append(len(wpLocs[0][i]))
for i in range(1, len(wpLocs)): # We ignore the first run here because we are setting
the default mins to the first run.
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for x in range(1, len(wpLocs[i])): # Since entry mins has the first waypoint
after takeoff indexed at 0, we start there and have to leave off edge
print("Run: ", i, "Waypoint: ", x, "Length: ", len(wpLocs[i][x]))





for i in range(len(wpLocs)):
for x in range(1, len(wpLocs[i])):
#if (len(wpLocs[i][x]) > mins[x-1]):
while len(wpLocs[i][x]) > mins[x-1]:
#print("Length: ", len(wpLocs[i][x]), "Mins: ", mins[x-1])
print("Run:", i, "Waypoint:", x, "Time:", wpLocs[i][x][-1][TIMELOC],
"Deleted info:", wpLocs[i][x][-1][ALTITUDE],
wpLocs[i][x][-1][LATITUDE], wpLocs[i][x][-1][LONGITUDE])
del wpLocs[i][x][-1] # This deletes the last element, extending
outside of this funciton.
def entryCheck(wpLocs):
for i in range(len(wpLocs[0])):
for x in range(len(wpLocs)):





# Calls baseline flight path
baselineFlightPath = createBaselineFlightpath(namePrefix)
if baselineFlightPath == False:
print("Not enough files to create an accurate baseline flight path.")
else:
for x in range (int(baselineFlightPath)):
WPs, GPs, ways = keywordParse(namePrefix, nameSuffix)
if (WPs == None):
print("The log file name: " + namePrefix + str(nameSuffix).zfill(2) + " is not named correctly, please change formatting.")
else:
writeToFile(WPs, GPs, ways, namePrefix, nameSuffix)




#minMaxes = findMinMax(runHolder) # This function won’t really be used for the






if __name__ == "__main__":




































print("The confidence interval for the altitude for entry", count, "is",
self.altLower, "through", self.altUpper)
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print("The confidence interval for the latitude for this entry", count, "is",
self.latLower, "through", self.latUpper)
print("The confidence interval for the longitude for this entry", count, "is",
self.lngLower, "through", self.lngUpper)
print("The distance between the edges of the confidence interval for entry",
count, "is", self.findDistance(self.latLower, self.lngLower, self.latUpper,
self.lngUpper), "meters.")
print("")
count = count + 1
average = (average + self.findDistance(self.latLower, self.lngLower,
self.latUpper, self.lngUpper))
print("average: ", average/count)
def calculateInterval(self, mean, stdev, samples):
z = 1.96
if mean[0] > 0:
self.altLower = mean[0] - (z * (stdev[0]/math.sqrt(samples)))
self.altUpper = mean[0] + (z * (stdev[0]/math.sqrt(samples)))
else:
self.altLower = mean[0] + (z * (stdev[0]/math.sqrt(samples)))
self.altUpper = mean[0] - (z * (stdev[0]/math.sqrt(samples)))
if mean[1] > 0:
self.latLower = mean[1] - (z * (stdev[1]/math.sqrt(samples)))
self.latUpper = mean[1] + (z * (stdev[1]/math.sqrt(samples)))
else:
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self.latLower = mean[1] + (z * (stdev[1]/math.sqrt(samples)))
self.latUpper = mean[1] - (z * (stdev[1]/math.sqrt(samples)))
if mean[2] > 0:
self.lngLower = mean[2] - (z * (stdev[2]/math.sqrt(samples)))
self.lngUpper = mean[2] + (z * (stdev[2]/math.sqrt(samples)))
else:
self.lngLower = mean[2] + (z * (stdev[2]/math.sqrt(samples)))
self.lngUpper = mean[2] - (z * (stdev[2]/math.sqrt(samples)))
count = self.printFunction()
def tCalculateInterval(self, mean, stdev, samples):
tValues95 = [12.706, 4.303, 3.182, 2.776, 2.571, 2.447, 2.365, 2.306, 2.262, 2.228,
2.201, 2.179, 2.160, 2.145, 2.131, 2.120, 2.110, 2.101, 2.093, 2.086, 2.080, 2.074,
2.069, 2.064, 2.060, 2.056, 2.052, 2.048, 2.045, 2.042]
if mean[0] > 0:
self.altLower = mean[0] - (tValues95[samples-1] * (stdev[0]/math.sqrt(samples)))
self.altUpper = mean[0] + (tValues95[samples-1] * (stdev[0]/math.sqrt(samples)))
else:
self.altLower = mean[0] + (tValues95[samples-1] * (stdev[0]/math.sqrt(samples)))
self.altUpper = mean[0] - (tValues95[samples-1] * (stdev[0]/math.sqrt(samples)))
if mean[1] > 0:
self.latLower = mean[1] - (tValues95[samples-1] * (stdev[1]/math.sqrt(samples)))
self.latUpper = mean[1] + (tValues95[samples-1] * (stdev[1]/math.sqrt(samples)))
else:
self.latLower = mean[1] + (tValues95[samples-1] * (stdev[1]/math.sqrt(samples)))
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self.latUpper = mean[1] - (tValues95[samples-1] * (stdev[1]/math.sqrt(samples)))
if mean[2] > 0:
self.lngLower = mean[2] - (tValues95[samples-1] * (stdev[2]/math.sqrt(samples)))
self.lngUpper = mean[2] + (tValues95[samples-1] * (stdev[2]/math.sqrt(samples)))
else:
self.lngLower = mean[2] + (tValues95[samples-1] * (stdev[2]/math.sqrt(samples)))
self.lngUpper = mean[2] - (tValues95[samples-1] * (stdev[2]/math.sqrt(samples)))
self.printFunction()
def findDistance(self, lat1, long1, lat2, long2):
#Found at stackoverflow.com/questions/4913349/haversine-formula-in-python-
bearing-and-distnace-between-two-gps-points
radius = 6372.8 #Radius of earth in kilometers
lat = radians(lat2 - lat1)
long = radians(long2 - long1)
lat1 = radians(lat1)
lat2 = radians(lat2)
a = sin(lat/2)**2 + cos(lat1)*cos(lat2)*sin(long/2)**2
c = 2*asin(sqrt(a))
return radius*c*1000 #Multiply by 1000 to get this value into meters.
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bombs hidden within Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV) autopilot code without having access to the device source code.
Effectiveness is demonstrated by executing a series of test missions within a high-fidelity software-in-the-loop (SITL)
simulator. In the event that a logic bomb is not detected, this methodology defines safe operating areas for UAVs to
ensure to a high degree of confidence the UAV operates normally on the defined flight plan.
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